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Social commitments are recognized as an abstraction that enables flexible coordination be-
tween autonomous agents. We make these contributions. First, we introduce and formalize 
a concept of a maintenance commitment, a kind of social commitment characterized by a 
maintenance condition whose truthhood an agent commits to maintain. This concept of 
maintenance commitments enables us to capture a richer variety of real-world scenarios 
than possible using achievement commitments with a temporal condition. Second, we de-
velop a rule-based operational semantics, by which we study the relationship between 
agents’ achievement and maintenance goals, achievement commitments, and maintenance 
commitments. Third, we motivate a notion of coherence between an agents’ achievement 
and maintenance cognitive and social constructs, and prove that, under specified condi-
tions, the goals and commitments of both rational agents individually and of a multiagent 
system altogether are coherent. Fourth, we illustrate our approach with a detailed real-
world scenario from an aerospace aftermarket domain.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the 
CC BY license (http://creativecommons .org /licenses /by /4 .0/).

1. Introduction

Social commitments enable flexible coordination between autonomous agents. The literature primarily focuses on 
achievement commitments [1–4]. This form of commitment captures a bilateral social contract between two agents: if 
one agent (the creditor) brings about a condition in the world, then the other agent (the debtor) will bring about some other 
condition. Achievement commitments do not capture scenarios in which an agent commits to maintain a condition in the 
world.

Prior research has not adequately addressed maintenance commitments, treating them instead as achievement com-
mitments for temporal formulae of the form ‘always in the future p’ [5,6], where p is some maintenance condition. Such 
formulation requires the maintenance condition to be always true. Specifically, it disallows the cases in which the mainte-
nance condition becomes false and the agent acts to restore it. This is typical of many real-world maintenance scenarios.

Indeed, such a formulation cannot capture aspects of real-world situations:

• Consider a lawn-care scenario in which a landscape gardener commits to a homeowner to maintaining the lawn in a 
green condition. The lawn may occasionally turn non-green. In that case, the gardener may treat it and restore it to 
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green. If a commitment is formulated using the above temporal formula, it will violate if the lawn turns non-green, and 
it will fail to accommodate such execution.

• Consider a mortgage scenario in which a homeowner commits to paying a lender incrementally until a loan is discharged. 
The homeowner may occasionally miss a payment due to some economic issues. In that case, the homeowner may make 
the missed payment (with some penalty) later. If a commitment is formulated using the above temporal formula, it will 
violate if the homeowner misses a payment, and it will fail to accommodate such execution.

• Consider an aerospace scenario in which an aircraft manufacturer commits to an airline operator to maintaining an 
aircraft engine in running condition. Over time, the engine may not stay in running condition due to mechanical wear. 
In that case, the aircraft manufacturer may service the engine and restore it to its running condition. If a commitment is 
formulated using the above temporal formula, it will be violated if the engine is not in running condition, and it will fail 
to accommodate such execution.

Such situations highlight the need for understanding maintenance. We motivate a new family of social commitments 
wherein a debtor agent commits to a creditor agent that if some antecedent condition holds it would maintain a consequent
condition until some discharge condition holds. Maintenance here means ensuring that the consequent condition does not 
become false or, if it does become false, then to re-establish its truthhood. Specifically, we address how maintenance arises 
in connection with goals and commitments, as needed for multiagent systems. In this manner, our work contrasts with 
previous work on maintenance, which emphasizes single-agent settings and primarily addresses maintenance goals [7].

Social commitments are a natural basis for modeling interaction between agents by representing the meanings of com-
munication [8–11] and for reasoning about safety and control [12]. Understanding maintenance commitments opens up the 
realm of social interaction. As such, a major theme of this article is capturing the dynamic relationships between an agen-
t’s beliefs and goals (i.e., cognitive state) and its commitments (i.e., social state). Maintenance commitments enable richer 
relationships than otherwise possible, thereby supporting expanded forms of collaboration. Specifically, a commitment can 
relate to goals and a goal can relate to commitments. For example, (1) an end goal of paying for a house may lead one to 
a maintenance commitment to the lender of the mortgage: paying the lender incrementally until the loan is paid up. (2) 
The mortgage commitment may lead one to adopt a maintenance goal of making loan payments, which (3) may lead one 
to commit to doing a job for an employer if the employer pays a salary every month.

In contrast to existing approaches, we treat maintenance commitments as a first-class construct, accommodating a reac-
tive interpretation, and incorporating cases wherein the condition may be falsified and then made true again. Our formal 
operational semantics develops two sets of conditional rules. First, life cycle rules specify the mandatory progression of goal 
and commitment states as the agents update their beliefs or perform ‘social actions’ on the goals and commitments. Sec-
ond, practical rules represent patterns of reasoning that specify potential social actions for an agent based on its goals and 
commitments.

Our previous research characterizes coherence between a rational agent’s (achievement) commitments and its (achieve-
ment) goals [4]. Building on this approach, we motivate an enhanced notion of coherence and with it study the synergy 
between an agent’s maintenance commitments and its achievement and maintenance goals. We also show how coherence 
applies to a multiagent system as a whole with respect to specific maintenance commitments and achievement and main-
tenance goals.

As first demonstrated in our previous work, the value of interconnecting individual practical reasoning (involving goals) 
with the social aspects of reasoning (here, the use of commitments)—in the form of a unified theory of commitments and 
goals—is significant for the following two reasons. First, it would close the theoretical gap in present understanding between 
the organizational and individual perspectives, which are both essential in a comprehensive account of rational agency in 
a social world. Second, it would provide a basis for a comprehensive account of the software engineering of multiagent 
systems going from interaction-orientation (with commitments) to agent-orientation (with goals). In the sequel we discuss 
the motivation and implications of interconnecting both achievement and maintenance cognitive and social constructs.

This article advances the state of the art as follows. First, we introduce a new powerful type of social commitment, 
along with its life cycle. Second, we specify a formal semantics of multiagent system configuration, encompassing both 
achievement and maintenance commitments and goals. Third, we provide a methodology and an exemplar set of practical 
rules. Fourth, we define coherence and prove conditions under which it is maintained in the multiagent system.

A preliminary version of this work appeared at a conference [13]. This article significantly extends on that conference 
report by giving a full description of the operational semantics, including proofs of theoretical results, and developing a 
detailed example in a real-world scenario. The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 further motivates 
the value of combined reasoning with commitments and goals. Section 3 provides necessary background. Section 4 intro-
duces maintenance commitments. Section 5 specifies life cycle rules. Section 6 relates goals and commitments by specifying 
a set of practical rules. Section 7 illustrates our operational semantics with the aerospace aftermarket case study. Section 8
provides formal coherence theorems. Section 9 reviews related literature. Section 10 concludes the article.
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2. Motivation for integrated reasoning

The introduction expresses the need for an adequate concept of maintenance commitment, and the benefits of such a 
first-class construct. We posit that developing a unified theory of achievement and maintenance commitments and goals 
would be significant: from both agent-theoretical and software engineering perspectives in temporally-extended scenarios.

Therefore, this article studies the dynamic relationships between a rational agent’s cognitive state (i.e., beliefs and goals) 
and its social state (i.e., commitments). First-class maintenance commitments are a powerful new type of social commit-
ments that enable richer relationships than otherwise possible, thereby supporting expanded forms of collaboration. The 
earlier examples demonstrated in an informal way a set of scenarios that are not expressible by achievement commitments.

Our formal operational semantics, presented later in the article, adds value to the understanding of intra-agent delibera-
tion and inter-agent collaboration, and to the specification and implementation of agent systems. Our formalization captures 
the combined life cycles of commitments and goals—both achievement and maintenance—and provides a set of practical 
rules by which agents may reason about their commitments and goals in tandem. Further, under suitable constraints about 
the autonomy of the agents and some assumptions about belief consistency between the agents, we analytically prove 
results about the coherence of commitments and goals in the multiagent system.

Consider two examples of the dynamic interplay between commitments and goals. First, goal-to-commitment: An agent 
Alice may have a goal that Alice cannot satisfy on her own for reasons such as a lack of capabilities or a lack of resources. In 
this case, Alice may create a commitment to another agent, Bob, such that Bob may be enticed to bring about the condition 
of Alice’s goal in return for what Alice has committed to do.

Second, commitment-to-goal: The agent may create a goal to bring about the antecedent or consequent conditions of 
a commitment. Having the goal is the first step in achieving the relevant condition, e.g., by allocating resources to it. An 
example of a goal to bring about the antecedent of a commitment is the homeowner paying the invoice from the gardener 
(who thus takes care of the lawn). An example of a goal to bring about the consequent of a commitment is the gardener 
adopting a goal to inspect (and treat if necessary) the lawn weekly.

Thus, practical reasoning rules help ensure the agents do not have any unnecessary goals or commitments. We introduce 
formal concepts of ‘support’, by which one cognitive construct is instrumental to the agent’s pursuit of another. For example, 
if an agent creates a goal in support of a commitment, and subsequently cancels the commitment, then the agent may 
reasonably cancel the goal (assuming that goal does not support some other commitment). Similarly, if an agent creates a 
commitment in support of a goal, and subsequently cancels the goal, then the agent may reasonably cancel the commitment 
(assuming that commitment does not support some other goal). In particular, we introduce the notion of antecedent support, 
which enables an agent to operate on goals in order to bring about the antecedent condition of a maintenance commitment.

While we select models of maintenance commitments (and the other cognitive constructs), and social reasoning pat-
terns, our methodology in this article generalizes. For instance, an emphasis on norm enforcement, as in work by Dastani 
et al. [14], would result in a different set of maintenance commitment actions than in this article, but the methodology to 
develop the operational semantics would hold the same.

The practical benefit of our contribution to the agent designer is through tasks such as automatic protocol generation 
[15], failure handling, and high-level agent programming of BDI-style agents with the social state [16]. Maintenance commit-
ments are particularly prominent in scenarios involving extended transactions and service contracts, as Section 7 illustrates.

3. Preliminaries and background

This section provides the necessary background for the contributions that follow in the article.

3.1. Agent architecture

Our formal approach follows the methodology of Telang et al. [4], hereinafter TSY. Thus Fig. 1, adapted from TSY, de-
scribes how an agent operates with respect to its beliefs, goals, and commitments. The simple agent architecture provides 
an illustrative context for our semantics; it is not intended to be an alternative to the fully-fledged architectures in the 
literature.

Each agent maintains a set of beliefs, goals (both achievement and maintenance), and commitments (both achievement 
and maintenance), denoted by small caps labels. The agent executes iteratively in a control loop. Based on its perception of 
the environment, the agent updates its beliefs and updates the goal and commitment states according to their life cycles. 
The agent then executes the practical rules of reasoning that apply. These practical rules, described in Section 6.2, capture 
patterns of pragmatic reasoning that agents may or may not adopt under different circumstances. In that sense, practical 
rules are the rules of an agent program. They are specified by the designers of the agents.

The practical rules apply according to the state of a commitment, a goal, or a commitment–goal pair. For each commit-
ment and each goal, the agent selects at most one of the applicable practical rules to execute. Each selected practical rule 
can yield one or more possible actions; from the set of actions, the agent selects at most one action for each commitment 
and each goal. For example, the agent is not allowed to simultaneously select two practical rules on a commitment, one 
to cancel and the other to satisfy it. Each selected action corresponds to at most one transition in the life cycle of each 
3
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BELIEFS
Update state
per life cycle

Choose at most one
enabled practical rule
for each C and each G

Perceive GOALS
Apply chosen
practical rules

COMMITMENTS
Update state
per life cycle

Act

choice!

Agent

Environment

update

receive
messages

send
messages

update

update

access

access

Fig. 1. Simple agent architecture and operations (adapted from Telang et al. [4]).

commitment and each goal and results in updating the state of any affected commitment or goal, i.e. the agent’s beliefs 
about them. All such transitions are executed in parallel.

Next, after the practical rule selection and subsequent goal and commitment state updates, the agent proceeds with 
‘standard’ BDI (Belief–Desire–Intention) deliberation about goals and intentions (or plans), such as plan selection [17–19]. 
This can result in goal (and plan) state updates, i.e. changes to the agent’s beliefs about them, and is not shown separately 
in the figure.

Finally, in addition to modifying its own state, the agent acts to modify the environment by sending messages. These 
environmental ‘actions’, whether from practical rules, plan actions, or otherwise, are shown occurring together in the ‘Act’ 
box in the figure. In a message, the agent communicates its action on a commitment, or its (attempt at) bringing about an 
objective condition in the environment. The control loop repeats with the next perception. The success of environmental 
actions (and corresponding updates to agents’ beliefs) is perceived at the start of the next execution cycle.

Although the agent may consider multiple actions, in each deliberation cycle the agent can choose at most one action 
(based on an enabled practical rule) for each commitment and goal. This is a convenient simplification in that we can 
reasonably view each agent as a locus of action, even when we decide to report the intentions or abilities of a group of 
agents [20,21]. We treat the agent’s operations on its cognitive and social state through our practical rules. We do not treat 
the agent’s plans or domain actions (box ‘Act’). Since we do not model an agent’s domain actions, we do not reason about 
the agent’s success or failure with its goals and commitments, just about the coherence of the goals and commitments of a 
single agent or of a multiagent system.

3.2. Important assumptions

We make the following simplifying assumptions:

• The agents have sufficiently accurate sensors that their observations of the common reality are in agreement.
• The agents have compatible belief-world models and hold consistent beliefs. Any observations made by an agent are 

consistent with its belief-world model.
• The belief-world model does not change over the course of an interaction. Moreover, an agent’s beliefs are temporally 

consistent—if an agent believes that a proposition is forever true, it forever believes that proposition.
• An agent’s goals are mutually consistent.
• The creditor and debtor of a commitment agree as to its state.
• The goals progress in that an a-goal eventually reaches a terminal state and that an m-goal does not remain indefinitely 

active.
• Each achievement goal eventually reaches a terminal state, either positive (e.g., Satisfied) or negative (e.g., Failed); 

and that a maintenance goal will not remain indefinitely Active.
4
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prop −→ φ

φ −→ φ ∧ φ |φ ∨ φ |¬φ |�
� −→ a |¬a

Fig. 2. BNF syntax of a simple propositional formula. � ∈ � is a literal and a ∈ � is an atom.

world −→ B(x,�E)

E −→ E ∧ E |Conj → a |Conj → �a |Disj → ¬a |Disj → �¬a
Conj −→ a ∧ Conj |a
Disj −→ a ∨ Disj |a

Fig. 3. BNF syntax of a belief-world model. The modal operators express necessity and are placed within a belief to indicate subjectivity. Here, a ∈ � is an 
atom.

3.3. Introducing key concepts

In the following, we recall from prior works definitions of an agent’s beliefs, achievement commitments (a-comms), 
achievement goals (a-goals), and maintenance goals (m-goals). Then in Section 4 we define the new concept of maintenance 
commitments (m-comms).

We suppose a finite set of agents, x1, x2, . . . ∈ A , and a finite set of propositional atoms, a1, a2, . . . ∈ �. A literal is a 
positive or negated atom; beliefs are directly on atoms. We write � for the set of all literals, and � for the set of all 
propositional formulae over �. Fig. 2 summarises the syntax in BNF. The symbol � abbreviates a ∨ ¬a for any literal a, and 
the symbol ⊥ abbreviates ¬�. We adopt classical propositional logic. Specifically, given a set of propositions � ⊆ � and a 
proposition ψ ∈ �, � |= ψ denotes that � entails ψ .

Below, we adopt the notational convention where the calligraphic type (as in B, G , C , and M) refers to state functions. 
We consider these functions as sets of input-output pairs.

3.4. Beliefs

We first define an agent’s beliefs. Beliefs are directly expressed as atoms (which we can think of as readings from 
sensors). However, we lift beliefs to more complex formulas based on what we term a belief-world model.

Definition 1 (Belief). A belief is a tuple 〈x,a〉, where x ∈ A is an agent, and a ∈ � is an atom.

We write a belief as B(x, a). As an example, in a lawn-care scenario, B(x, green_lawn) is agent x’s belief that green_lawn
is true.

We now define an agent’s belief set.

Definition 2 (Belief set). A belief set of x ∈ A is a set B of beliefs {〈x, ·〉}.

For example, in the lawn-care scenario, B = {B(x, green_lawn), B(x, hot_temperature), B(x, summer)} is a belief set of 
agent x.

Each agent has a belief-world model that determines what belief sets are possible for the agent. To focus on the con-
tributions of this article, we keep the belief-world model simple. Accordingly, we express an agent’s belief-world model 
in propositional logic augmented with one modality �, which indicates necessity—specifically, future-temporal necessity 
understood as always in the future. That is, �ψ , where ψ ∈ � is a proposition, means ψ always holds in the future. A belief-
world model is subjective to an agent and interpreted within the scope of the belief modality. We limit the syntax as defined 
in Fig. 3 so that belief additions are unambiguous. Beliefs themselves are added to an agent’s belief-world model through 
its belief addition function, which we introduce in Definition 3 below. An agent can also add beliefs through reasoning over 
its belief-world model, as we explain next.

Fig. 3 summarises the form of a belief-world model. Note that we admit negation only on atoms. Specifically, a belief-
world model for agent x is given by a set of beliefs of the form B(x, �E), where E is an expression (and may itself be 
a modal expression). For example, for an agent x to believe that the lawn cannot be both green and brown at the same 
time, its belief-world model would include the belief that �(green_lawn → ¬brown_lawn). That is, B(x, �(green_lawn →
¬brown_lawn)). Similarly, the contradiction between summer and winter may be expressed as B(x, �(summer → ¬winter)). 
More interestingly, for the agent to believe that a dead lawn can never become green again, its belief-world model would 
include the belief that B(x, �(dead_lawn → �¬green_lawn)).

The belief-world model captures general facts about the world as believed by the agent, as indicated by the �E notation. 
We assume for simplicity that the belief-world model does not change—that is, the same belief-world model persists from 
one agent configuration (see Definition 25) to the next even though the agent’s beliefs may change. That is, beliefs about 
what always holds are temporally consistent—e.g., if an agent believes that the lawn is forever brown, it forever believes 
that the law is brown. We also assume that the belief-world model is consistent and that observations made by an agent 
are consistent with the belief-world model.
5
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An agent x’s changing beliefs refer only to literals. However, it helps to reason about beliefs regarding more complex 
propositional expressions. Thus, we lift beliefs to propositions in general. Reasoning with a belief-world model can proceed 
as below.

• B(x, �p) |= B(x, p)

Whatever holds in the belief-world model as a necessity also holds as a belief of the agent.
• B(x, �p) |= �B(x, �p)

The world model is persistent.
• B(x, p) ∧ B(x, q) |= B(x, p ∧ q)

Belief in two propositions entails belief in their conjunction.
• B(x, p → q) ∧ B(x, p) |= B(x, q)

Beliefs are closed under implication.

The belief-world model is useful in two places in our approach. First, it guides an agent’s belief updates: when a belief 
is added (with the belief addition function defined next), any of the current beliefs that conflict under the belief-world 
model with the belief being added are removed. Second, an agent relies on the belief-world model to determine when 
some relevant fact has become forever false and responds accordingly. For example, when the antecedent or consequent of 
a commitment becomes believed to be forever false, the agent transitions in the commitment’s life cycle as appropriate.

Next, we define a belief addition function. This function adds a belief to an agent’s belief set. This belief is an atom, i.e., 
a positive literal. The addition function uses the belief-world model to infer beliefs based on the added belief as well as any 
beliefs that contradict it. The function adds the inferred beliefs to the belief set and, if the belief set contains any beliefs 
that contradict the belief being added, the function retracts those contradictory beliefs.

Definition 3 (Belief addition function). The belief addition function is +: B × B → B. We write the belief addition function 
as B′ = B + B(·, a). The function adds the new belief; retracts all contradictory beliefs; and adds all inferred beliefs: B′ =
B ∪ {B(x, a)} \ {B(x, b) | a |= ¬b} ∪ {B(x, b) | a |= b}.

For example, let B = {B(x, green_lawn), B(x, hot_temperature), B(x, summer)}. Suppose agent x’s belief-world model is 
B(x, �(brown_lawn → ¬green_lawn)). Now suppose agent x adds B(x, brown_lawn) to B . Then the new belief set B ′ = B +
B(x, brown_lawn) = {B(x, ¬green_lawn), B(x, brown_lawn), B(x, hot_temperature), B(x, summer)}.

Belief revision is an extensive topic of research [22]. Much complexity arises in tackling revision with respect to arbitrary 
propositions. Here, we consider updates only with respect to atoms, to indicate observations by an agent. The received 
observation is added as a belief along with whatever is entailed by it and any inconsistent propositions are removed. The 
syntax we use is limited so that the updates are unambiguous, meaning that a unique set of propositions is to be dropped 
when an observation is added.

In order to evaluate a propositional formula with respect to an agent’s beliefs, we define a belief state function. Intu-
itively, it tells us if an agent believes a given proposition.

Definition 4 (Belief state function). A belief state function B : A ×� → {�, ⊥} applies to agent–propositional formula pairs and 
returns � iff the proposition evaluates to true on the agent’s beliefs B.

As an example, with the above belief set B , the belief state function B for agent x and proposition green_lawn ∧ summer
will return �, that is, B(x, green_lawn ∧ summer) = �. In order to make it easier to distinguish the belief states from the 
tuples in a belief set, we use a subscript notation in which we write the agent as a subscript: Bx(green_lawn∧ summer) = �.

As an example, with the above belief set B , Bx(green_lawn ∧ summer) = �, Bx(green_lawn ∧ winter) = ⊥, and 
Bx(green_lawn ∨ winter) = �.

3.5. Achievement commitments

So far we have defined a simple model of agents’ beliefs. We now turn to recall the definition of achievement com-
mitments; we adopt achievement commitment as defined by TSY. A commitment expresses a social or organizational 
relationship between two agents. Specifically, a commitment C = C(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent) denotes that 
the debtor commits to the creditor for bringing about the consequent if the antecedent becomes true [23]. We write ant(C)

to denote the antecedent of commitment C and cons(C) to denote its consequent.
Next, we formally define an achievement commitment (‘a-comm’ for short).

Definition 5 (Achievement commitment). An achievement commitment is a tuple consisting of two agents (its debtor and credi-
tor, denoted x ∈ A and y ∈ A , respectively), and two propositions (its antecedent and consequent, denoted p ∈ � and q ∈ �, 
respectively), i.e., 〈x, y, p, q〉, where x �= y, and p �|= q and p �|= ¬q.
6
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Expired (E) Null (N)

Conditional (C) Detached (D)

Terminated (T) Violated (V) Satisfied (S)

Active (A)

create
antecedent_failure

antecedent

cancel

cancel or
consequent_failure

co
ns

eq
ue

nt

release

Fig. 4. Life cycle of an achievement commitment.

We write an achievement commitment as C = C(x, y, p, q). For example, C(owner, gardener, green_lawn, paid) is
owner’s commitment to paying gardener if the lawn is green.

Note that the semantics of a commitment has nothing to do with who brings about the antecedent. Three cases are 
important. First, the creditor may bring about the antecedent. Consider a commitment that expresses an offer, such as 
from Alice to Bob: if you pay me $1, I will give you a coffee. Normally, Bob (if interested) will pay $1, thereby making the 
antecedent true. Second, the antecedent may come about through the environment. For example, Alice may commit to Bob 
that if it rains, she will loan him her umbrella. Third, the debtor may bring about the antecedent. For example, Alice may 
commit to Bob that if she fails to bring a dish to a potluck lunch, she will take everyone out for drinks later. Singh [3]
discusses the intuitions behind a-comms at length.

Fig. 4 shows the life cycle of a commitment adapted from TSY by removing the Pending states. A labelled rounded 
rectangle represents a commitment state, and a directed edge represents a transition. We label each transition with an 
agent action, an agent belief update, or some combination of the two. A double-rounded rectangle indicates an initial state. 
The terminal states are highlighted in grey.

The labels create and cancel are the debtor agent actions, and release is the creditor agent action. The label antecedent
means the antecedent p holds, that is, p, and the label consequent means the agent believes the consequent q holds, that is, 
q. The label antecedent_failure means the antecedent p has failed, that is, �¬p. Similarly, the label consequent_failure means 
the consequent q has failed, that is, �¬q.

Let us here explain the use of the temporal modality. The modality � is appropriate when a permanent condition is 
relevant. For example, if the antecedent of a newly created achievement commitment is false, the commitment remains in 
the Conditional state. If the antecedent becomes true, the commitment transitions to the Detached state. However, if 
in the Conditional state, the antecedent were to become forever false, then it would transition to the Expired state. 
We call this forever falsehood antecedent_failure. We formalize the antecedent as l and antecedent_failure as �¬l, with the �
indicating the permanence of the negation of l. The same reasoning applies to consequent and consequent_failure. In general, 
when there is a choice between transitioning upon a condition, waiting, and taking the ‘opposite’ transition, the � helps 
capture when waiting would be futile.

A commitment can be in one of the following states: Null (before it is created), Conditional (when it is initially 
created), Expired (when its antecedent has failed, while the commitment was Conditional), Satisfied (when its 
consequent is brought about while the commitment was Active, regardless of its antecedent), Violated (when its 
antecedent has been true but its consequent has failed, or if the commitment is cancelled when Detached), Terminated
(when cancelled while Conditional or released while Active). Active has two substates: Conditional (when its 
antecedent is neither true nor false) and Detached (when its antecedent has become true).

Observe that the commitment life cycle disallows some pathological transitions from the Null state. For example, an 
agent may not create a commitment if the antecedent has failed since it is useless to create such a commitment. As a result, 
the life cycle lacks a transition from the state Null to the state Expired. We describe such disallowed transitions:

• A debtor agent x may not create a commitment if the antecedent p has failed, that is, if �¬p. So there is no transition 
from the Null to Expired state.

• A debtor agent x may not create a commitment if the consequent q has failed, that is, if �¬q. So there is no transition 
from the Null to Violated state.

• A debtor agent x may not create a commitment if the consequent q holds, that is, if q. So there is no transition from the
Null to Satisfied state.
7
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Following TSY, we now define the notion of commitment strength. We employ commitment strength in defining maxi-
mally strong commitment sets, below.

Definition 6 (A-comm strength). A commitment C1 = C(x, y, r, u) is stronger than C2 = C(x, y, s, v), written C1 � C2 or C2 �
C1, iff s |= r and u |= v .

Next, we define a set of commitment state labels in line with Fig. 4.

Definition 7 (A-comm states). The commitment states are a set of labels χC = {N, C, E, D, T, V, S}.

Next, in order to query the state of an achievement commitment, we define a commitment state function that returns 
the state of a given commitment. Such state functions are useful in Section 5.

Definition 8 (A-comm state function). The commitment state function C returns the state of a commitment C(x, y, p, q), where 
C(C(x, y, p, q)) ∈ χC .

To simplify the notation, we write C(C(x, y, p, q)) as C(x, y, p, q). We write Cx for the set of all non-Null commitments 
in which agent x is either debtor or creditor.

We allow an extension to TSY’s achievement commitments in that we permit commitment antecedents to express the 
states of other commitments. This is useful in stating practical rules involving maintenance commitments (Section 6.2). For 
example, C(owner, gardener, C(C1) = D , pay)—this commitment states that owner commits to gardener to pay if some 
(other) commitment is in state D.

Further, we allow commitment antecedents and consequents to refer to the creation of other commitments: the other 
commitments may be created by either the debtor or the creditor. This is useful in expressing how one commitment leads 
to (or depends) on the existence of other commitments, such as in the aerospace aftermarket scenario (Section 7). For 
example, we can state commitments such as C(oper, mfr, engine ∧ create(S1), paid ∧ create(S2)). Note that typically, the 
antecedent may refer to commitments to be created by the creditor, and the consequent may refer to commitments to be 
created by the debtor.

Some of the practical rules operate over the maximally strong commitments, motivating the next definition. Intuitively, 
the maximally strong commitments w.r.t. a set of commitment states 	 are those commitments in any state σ ∈ 	 for 
which there is no strictly stronger commitment in the same state σ .

Definition 9 (Maximally strong commitment set). Let 	 ⊆ χC be a set of commitment states. maxc(	) = {C(x, y, s, v) ∈
Cx | ∃σ ∈ 	 and C(x, y, s, v) = σ , and (∀r, u : C(x, y, r, u) = σ , C(x, y, r, u) � C(x, y, s, v) ⇒ C(x, y, r, u) = C(x, y, s, v))}.

Consider the atoms: book-provided meaning a book is provided, pen-provided meaning a pen is provided, money-paid
meaning some money is paid, flight-ticket meaning a flight ticket is provided, and hotel-room meaning a hotel room is 
booked. Further, consider the set of commitments that use these atoms, {C1, C2, C3, C4}, where

• {C1 = C(x, y, money-paid, book-provided ∧ pen-provided)

• C2 = C(x, y, money-paid, book-provided)

• C3 = C(x, y, �, flight-ticket ∧ hotel-room)

• C4 = C(x, y, �, flight-ticket)}

Here, commitments C1 and C2 are in state Conditional, and C3 and C4 are in state Detached. Then, C1 is a maximally 
strong commitment in state Conditional, and C3 is a maximally strong commitment in state Detached, that is, C1 ∈
maxc(C) and C3 ∈ maxc(D).

Although each commitment is in a single state at any time, the maxc() function finds the maximal commitments with 
respect to a set of states. The concept of support sets below uses maxc() over a set of two states; hence note we cannot 
eliminate sets from Definition 9.

3.6. Achievement goals

Having recalled the definition of achievement commitments, next we recall the definition of achievement goals, again 
following TSY.

A achievement goal expresses a state of the world that an agent wishes to bring about. Specifically, a goal G = G(x, s, f )
of an agent x has a success condition s that defines the success of G , and a failure condition f that defines its failure. A goal 
is successful if and only if s becomes true prior to f : that is, the truth of s entails the satisfaction of the goal only if f does 
not intervene. Note that s and f should be mutually exclusive. We write succ(G) to denote the success condition of a goal 
G , i.e., succ(G) = s.

Next, we formally define an achievement goal (‘a-goal’ for short).
8
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Null (N) Inactive (I) Active (A)

Terminated (T) Failed (F) Satisfied (S)

consider activate

terminate failure success

Fig. 5. Life cycle of an achievement goal.

Definition 10 (Achievement goal). An achievement goal is a tuple consisting of an agent x and two propositions: its success
and failure conditions (denoted s ∈ � and f ∈ � respectively), i.e. 〈x, s, f 〉, where s |= ¬ f .

We write an achievement goal as G = G(x, s, f ). For example, G(gardener, lawn_checked, car_broken_down) means gar-
dener has a goal for checking the lawn with a failure condition of car breakdown.

As for commitments, the success or failure of a goal depends only on the truth or falsity of the various conditions, not 
on which agent brings them about.

The life cycle for achievement goals is also adapted from TSY by removing the Suspended state. Fig. 5 depicts the 
resulting goal life cycle.

Similar to the commitment life cycle, a labelled rounded rectangle represents a goal state, and a directed edge represents 
a transition. We label each transition with an agent action or an agent belief update. A double-rounded rectangle indicates 
an initial state. The terminal states are highlighted in grey. The labels consider, activate, and terminate are agent actions. The 
label success means the success condition s is true, that is, s, and the label failure means the failure condition f is true, that 
is, f .

A goal can be in one of the following states: Null, Inactive, Active, Satisfied, Terminated, or Failed. 
The last three collectively are terminal states: once a goal enters any of these states, it stays there forever. Note how both 
commitment and goal life cycles have Satisfied and Failed states, and also have Null and Active states. Before its 
creation, a candidate goal is in state Null. Once considered by an agent (its ‘goal holder’), a goal commences as Inactive. 
Upon activation, the goal becomes Active; the agent may pursue its satisfaction by attempting to achieve s. If s is achieved, 
the goal transitions to Satisfied. At any point, if the failure condition of the goal becomes true, the goal transitions to
Failed. Lastly, the agent may terminate the goal at any point,1 thereby moving it to the Terminated state.

Similar to the achievement commitment strength, following TSY, we define the notion of achievement goal strength.

Definition 11 (A-goal strength). A goal G1 = G(x, s, f ) is stronger than goal G2 = G(x, t, h), written G1 � G2 or G2 � G1, iff 
s |= t and f |= h.

We now define a set of goal state labels in line with Fig. 5.

Definition 12 (A-goal states). The goal states are a set of labels: χG = {N, I, A, T, F, S}.

Next, in order to query the state of an achievement goal, we define a goal state function that returns the state of a given 
goal. As with commitments, such state functions are again useful in Section 5.

Definition 13 (A-goal state function). The goal state function G returns the state of a goal 〈x, s, f 〉, that is, G(x, s, f ) ∈ χG .

To simplify the notation, we write G(G(x, s, f )) as G(x, s, f ). We write Gx for the set of all non-Null a-goals of agent x.
Some of the practical rules operate over the maximally strong goals, motivating the next definition, which is akin to 

Definition 9: for a set of goal states 	, the maximally strong goals are those in some σ ∈ 	 for which there is no strictly 
stronger goal in the same state σ .

Definition 14 (Maximally strong goal set). Let 	 ⊆ χG be a set of goal states. maxg(	) = {G(x, s, f ) ∈ Gx | ∃σ ∈ 	 and G(x, s, f )
= σ , and (∀t, g : G(x, t, g) = σ , G(x, t, g) � G(x, s, f ) ⇒ G(x, t, g) = G(x, s, f ))}.

For example, consider the set of goals: {G1=G(x, book-obtained∧pen-obtained, insufficient-money), G2=G(x, book-obtained,

insufficient-money), G3 = G(x, book-obtained ∧ pen-obtained ∧glasses-obtained, insufficient-money)}. Suppose goals G1 and G2

1 We combine the drop or abort transitions of Harland et al. [24].
9
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Fig. 6. Life cycle of a maintenance goal.

are Inactive, and goal G3 is Active. Then, G1 is a maximally strong goal in state Inactive, and G3 is a maximally 
strong goal in state Active, that is, G1 ∈ maxg({I}) and G3 ∈ maxg({A}).

3.7. Maintenance goals

Having recalled the definitions of achievement commitments and achievement goals, the third and final piece to recall 
from the literature is that of maintenance goals. Here we follow Duff et al. [25,7] with some simplifications.

Definition 15 (Maintenance goal, adapted from [7]). A maintenance goal is a tuple 〈x, m, s, f 〉, where x ∈ A is an agent, and 
m, s, f ∈ � are the goal’s maintenance, success, and failure conditions, respectively, where s |= ¬ f .

We write a maintenance goal (‘m-goal’ for short) as M = M(x, m, s, f ). When m is false, x might adopt a recovery 
achievement goal in order to restore the truthhood of the maintenance condition.2

For example, M(owner, green_lawn, house_vacated, dead_lawn) means owner has a goal to keep the lawn green with 
vacating the house as the success condition and dead lawn as the failure condition. If owner sees the lawn in turning 
brown, she might for instance adopt an achievement goal of hiring a gardener.

The life cycle for maintenance goals is adapted from Duff et al. by removing the state Suspended. Fig. 6 depicts 
the resulting goal life cycle. A maintenance goal can be in one of the following states: Null, Inactive, Monitoring,
Active, Terminated, Failed or Satisfied. In terms of states, the sole difference from achievement goals is the
Monitoring state. As identified by Duff et al. [7]: “there are three natural states for a maintenance goal: when the 
maintenance condition is not being monitored [i.e., Inactive], when the maintenance condition is being monitored but 
no violation . . . has been detected [i.e., Monitoring], and when the maintenance condition has . . . violated [i.e., Active].” 
Thus state Monitoring corresponds to when the maintenance condition m is being monitored by the agent, but currently 
no action needs to be taken by the agent to restore m. Unlike an achievement goal, upon activation, a maintenance goal 
moves to Monitoring. If m is violated, the goal moves to Active, whereupon the agent considers recovery achievement 
goals to re-establish the truthhood of m. When this is done, the goal moves back to Monitoring. The label respond

corresponds to ¬m, and reactivate corresponds to m. Note that a maintenance goal persists until it terminates, fails, or 
succeeds.

As for a-comms and a-goals, we define the notion of goal strength that enables the subsequent defining of goal closure 
properties. Intuitively, a maximal maintenance goal w.r.t. a state σ is an m-goal in state σ such that no strictly stronger 
m-goal is in the same state σ . Below, we identify sets of maximal m-goals w.r.t. sets of states.

Definition 16 (M-goal strength). A maintenance goal M1 = M(x, m, s, f ) is stronger than maintenance goal M2 = M(x, n, r, g), 
written M1 � M2 or M2 � M1, iff m |= n, s |= r, and g |= f .

2 Duff et al. [7] provide the agent with reasoning mechanisms to predict the consequences of its actions. Thus, if the agent believes that m will become 
false (in the future) unless it acts appropriately, x will adopt a preventive achievement goal. We do not discuss such proactive maintenance behaviour 
further.
10
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The motivation for this definition is that (1) m |= n: work needed to maintain the stronger goal is adequate to maintain 
the weaker goal; (2) s |= r: when the stronger goal is satisfied, so is the weaker goal; and (3) g |= f : when the weaker goal 
fails, so does the stronger goal.

As an example, let M1 = M(x, green_lawn ∧ blooming_shrubs, year_end ∧ weed_free_lawn, dead_lawn), that is, agent x has 
a goal to maintain lawn and shrubs. M1 satisfies when the year ends and the lawn is free of any weeds, and it fails if the 
lawn dies. Let M2 = M(x, green_lawn, year_end, dead_lawn ∧ dead_shrubs), that is, agent x has a goal to maintain lawn. M2
satisfies when the year ends, and it fails if the lawn dies. Then M1 is stronger than M2.

We define a set of maintenance goal state labels in line with Fig. 6:

Definition 17 (M-goal states). The maintenance goal states are a set of labels: χM = {N, I, M, A, T, F, S}.

Next, in order to query the state of a maintenance goal, we introduce a maintenance goal state function. Such state 
functions are again useful in Section 5. The maintenance goal state function is semantic in that it specifies what goals are 
in what state. We can think of it as specifying the set of goals in each of the possible states. In this light, we introduce the 
intuition of a closure property to mean that the set of goals in a state must be closed with respect to the logical components 
of the goal. Satisfying the closure requirement ensures that the goals are not placed in logically incompatible states. The 
discussion of life cycles in Section 5 relies on these closure properties for the transitions on different goals to happen 
consistently. Later, for the same reason, we define closure properties for the maintenance commitments as well.

Definition 18 (M-goal state function). The maintenance goal state function M returns the state of a goal 〈x, m, s, f 〉, that is, 
M(x, m, s, f ) ∈ χM . The maintenance goal state function satisfies the following closure properties:

• If M(M1) = σ , where σ ∈ {A,M,S} and M1 � M2, then M(M2) = σ .
• If M(M1) = σ , where σ ∈ {T,F} and M2 � M1, then M(M2) = σ .

We write Mx as the set of all non-Null m-goals of agent x.
Some of our practical rules operate over the maximal maintenance goals. This motivates the next definition: maxm() is 

for m-goals as maxg() is for a-goals.

Definition 19 (Maximal m-goal set). Let 	 ⊆ χM be a set of goal states. Then the maximal maintenance goal set is: maxm(	) =
{M(x, m, s, f ) ∈ Mx | ∃σ ∈ 	 and M(x, m, s, f ) = σ , and (∀n, r, g : M(x, n, r, g) = σ , M(x, n, r, g) � M(x, m, s, f ) ⇒ M(x, n, r,
g) = M(x, m, s, f ))}.

4. Maintenance commitments

We are now ready to introduce the main topic of the present article. Informally, in a maintenance commitment, debtor 
x commits to creditor y that if the antecedent l holds true, then until the discharge condition d becomes true, agent x
will sustain the maintenance condition m. The maintenance commitment is violated if the maintenance failure condition f
becomes true. The requirement that l �|= d means that a maintenance commitment should not be discharged immediately 
upon being detached, and the requirement m �|= f means that the maintenance condition should not entail the maintenance 
failure condition.

Definition 20 (Maintenance commitment). A maintenance commitment is a tuple 〈x, y, l, m, d, f 〉, where x, y ∈ A are agents, 
x �= y, and l, m, d, f ∈ � are formulas, where l �|= d and m �|= f . We call x and y debtor and creditor of this commitment and 
call l, m, d, and f respectively its antecedent, maintenance condition, discharge condition, and maintenance failure condition.

The symbol S stands for sustains. We write a maintenance commitment as S = S(x, y, l, m, d, f ). For example, 
S(gardener, owner, contract_agreed, green_lawn, contract_expired, dead_lawn) means that upon the contract agreement,
gardener commits to owner to maintaining the lawn as green until the contract expires. The failure condition of the 
commitment is a dead lawn.

Fig. 7 shows the life cycle of a maintenance commitment. Both debtor x and creditor y represent the changing states 
of a commitment according to this life cycle. Similar to the previous life cycles, a labelled rounded rectangle represents a 
commitment state, and a directed edge represents a transition. We label each transition with an agent action or an agent 
belief update. A double-rounded rectangle indicates an initial state. The terminal states are highlighted in grey.

The labels create and cancel are the debtor agent actions, and release is the creditor agent action. Let z be either the cred-
itor or debtor agent of a commitment: z ∈ {x, y}. The label antecedent means the antecedent l holds, that is, l, and discharge
means the discharge condition d holds, that is, d. The label antecedent_failure means the antecedent l has failed, that is, �¬l. 
The label respond means the maintenance condition m is false, that is, ¬m, and sustained means the maintenance condition 
m is true, that is, m. The label maintenance_failure means the maintenance failure condition f is true, that is, f .
11
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Fig. 7. Life cycle of a maintenance commitment.

A maintenance commitment can be in one of the following states: Null (before it is created), Conditional (when it is 
initially created), Expired (when its antecedent has failed, while the commitment was Conditional), Detached (when 
its antecedent is brought about and the maintenance condition is true), Sustain (when its maintenance condition becomes 
false when it is Detached), Violated (when its maintenance failure condition becomes true when it is in Sustain state 
or it is cancelled when it is in Detached or Sustain), Terminated (when cancelled while Conditional or released 
while Active). Active has three substates: Conditional, Detached and Sustain.3

As we did for goals, we now define commitment strength, enhancing prior definitions for achievement commitments 
[26,27], to enable defining the important commitment closure properties below. The motivation for this definition is that 
(1) l2 |= l1 (where the indices 1 and 2 refer to the stronger and weaker commitments, respectively): when the weaker 
commitment is detached, so is the stronger one, indicating that the stronger commitment places a demand on the debtor 
when the weaker one does; (2) l2 ∧ m1 |= l2 ∧ m2: given that both commitments are detached, work to maintain the 
stronger commitment is adequate to maintain the weaker one; (3) l2 ∧ d1 |= l2 ∧ d2: given that both commitments are 
detached, when the stronger commitment is discharged, so is the weaker commitment; and (4) l2 ∧ f2 |= l2 ∧ f1: given 
that both commitments are detached, when the weaker commitment fails, so does the stronger commitment. We include 
the antecedents in the above conditions to avoid ‘false positives’ in that if the weaker commitment were not detached, the 
prospects of maintaining or discharging it or failing at it would be moot.

Definition 21 (M-comm strength). Let S1 = S(x, y, l1, m1, d1, f1) and S2 = S(x, y, l2, m2, d2, f2) be maintenance commitments. 
Then S1 is stronger than S2, written S1 � S2 or S2 � S1, iff l2 |= l1, l2 ∧ m1 |= l2 ∧ m2, l2 ∧ d1 |= l2 ∧ d2, and l2 ∧ f2 |= l2 ∧ f1.

For example, let S1 = S(x, y, paid, green_lawn ∧ blooming_shrubs, year_end ∧ weed_free_lawn, lawn_dead). In S1, the 
debtor x commits to maintaining the lawn and shrubs in a healthy (green) condition if the creditor y pays for the service. 
The commitment successfully discharges when the year ends and the lawn is free of any weeds. The commitment fails if the 
lawn dies. Let S2 = S(x, y, paid ∧ fertilizer_provided, green_lawn, year_end, normal_weather ∧ lawn_dead). In S2, the debtor 
x commits to maintaining the lawn in a healthy (green) condition if the creditor y pays for the service. The commitment 
successfully discharges when the year ends. The commitment fails if the weather during the year is normal and the lawn 
dies. Then S1 is stronger than S2.

We define a maintenance commitment state labels in line with Fig. 7.

Definition 22 (M-comm state function). The maintenance commitment states are a set of labels: χS = {N, C, E, D, B, T, V, S}.

As with the other cognitive constructs, maintenance commitments need a state function:

3 For visual ease, the figure does not show which substate of Active is reached when create is called for a Null m-comm. Similarly for the transition 
from Conditional to the substate comprising Detached and Sustain. These are defined in Definition 29.
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Definition 23 (M-comm state function). The maintenance commitment state function S maps each maintenance commitment to 
a state in χS . For simplicity, we write S(S(x, y, l, m, d, f )) as S(x, y, l, m, d, f ). This function satisfies the following closure 
properties:

• If S(S1) ∈ {C,S,E}, S1 � S2, then S(S2) = S(S1).
• If S(S1) ∈ {D,B,V,T}, S2 � S1, then S(S2) = S(S1).

We write Sx for the set of all non-Null m-commitments in which agent x is either debtor or creditor.
The closure properties ensure that an agent configuration is semantically viable. To understand the underlying intuition, 

note that a commitment may transition from one state to another due to either some logical condition becoming true or 
some relevant action (e.g., release). For the logical transitions, some transitions may take place in other commitments that 
involve the same propositions. In particular, if a commitment transitions into one of the states Conditional, Satisfied, 
and Expired (which it may do only upon some logical condition being met), then so does any weaker commitment. 
Likewise, since the transitions into the states Detached and Sustained may occur only due to some logical condition 
holding, the same argument applies for any stronger commitment. That leaves only the transition into Violated due to
cancel and any transition into Terminated (due to cancel or release). For these states, it is natural to require that when a 
commitment enters either of these states, so must any stronger commitment. Otherwise, the weaker commitment would 
be immediately resurrected from a stronger commitment that was not Violated or Terminated. For example, using S1
and S2 as above, if S2 is in Detached, then so must S1 be, because of how their antecedents relate; and, if S2 is released 
and thus Terminated, then so is S1.

Intuitively, a maximal maintenance commitment w.r.t. a state σ is a commitment in σ such that no strictly stronger 
maintenance commitment is in the same state σ . We express practical rules over such commitments. Below, we identify 
sets of maximal commitments w.r.t. sets of states; maxs() is for m-comms as maxc() is for a-comms.

Definition 24 (Maximal m-comm set, maxs(·)). Let 	 ⊆ χS be a set of maintenance commitment states. Then: maxs(	) =
{S(x, y, l1, m1, d1) ∈ Sx | ∃σ ∈ 	 and S(x, y, l1, m1, d1) = σ , ∀l2, m2, d2 : S(x, y, l2, m2, d2) = σ , S(x, y, l1, m1, d1) � S(x, y, l2,
m2, d2) ⇒ S(x, y, l1, m1, d1) = S(x, y, l2, m2, d2)}.

For example, consider the set of maintenance commitments above: {S1 = S(x, y, paid, green_lawn ∧ blooming_shrubs,
year_end ∧ weed_free_lawn, lawn_dead), S2 = S(x, y, paid ∧ fertilizer_provided, green_lawn, year_end, normal_weather ∧
lawn_dead)}. Suppose both commitments are in state Conditional. Then S1 is a maximally strong m-comm in that 
state, that is S1 ∈ maxs(()C).

5. Configurations and life cycle rules

So far we have recalled the definitions of a-comms, a-goals and m-goals, and provided each with closure properties, 
and introduced the definition of m-comms. We now define the configuration of a multiagent system and begin to study its 
coherence according to the life cycle rules of commitments and goals.

5.1. Agent configuration

An agent’s configuration comprises elements both of its cognitive state (i.e., beliefs and goals) and its social state (i.e., 
commitments of which the agent is creditor or debtor).

Definition 25. The configuration of an agent x is the tuple S(x) = 〈Bx, Gx, Mx, Cx, Sx〉 where Bx is the state function for x’s 
beliefs, Gx and Mx are state functions of achievement and maintenance goals respectively, and Cx and Sx are state functions 
for achievement and maintenance commitments respectively, in which agent x is either debtor or creditor.

To reduce clutter, we write the configuration of agent x with a single subscript as 〈B, G, M, C, S〉x instead of 
〈Bx, Gx, Mx, Cx, Sx〉. Note the definition relies on the state functions introduced in the previous section, and that we use 
the state functions extensionally.

Following TSY, an agent’s goals and commitments must be consistent with its beliefs. For example, if agent x believes in 
the success condition of a goal, then the goal’s state must be Null (i.e., whereupon it is not in Gx) or Satisfied. We 
also assume the goals are mutually consistent [28].

How goals and commitments cohere—within and across agents—is a main theme of this article, which we pick up in 
Section 6.

5.2. System configuration

In our model, computation in a multiagent system is realized entirely in its member agents. A goal is private to an 
agent. By contrast, each commitment is represented by both its creditor and its debtor. For simplicity, we assume for each 
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commitment that its creditor and debtor agree on its state. In this article, we elide the concerns of communication about 
commitments [29] and alignment [30] for simplicity.

Definition 26. The system configuration of a multiagent system of agents A = x1, . . . , xn is given by n-tuple 〈S(1), . . . , S(n)〉, 
where S(i) is the configuration of xi .

When required, we write the multiagent system configuration with each agent’s configuration expanded to its beliefs, 
goals, and commitments: 〈〈B, G, M, C, S〉1, 〈B, G, M, C, S〉2, . . . 〈B, G, M, C, S〉n〉. A trace, as we will formalise in Sec-
tion 8.1 is a (possibly infinite) sequence of system configurations.

The rules we introduce in the coming sections apply to each agent’s internal representation separately. These rules 
constitute a labelled transition system, with the actions being the labels and the multiagent system configuration being the 
state, i.e., S

α−→ S ′ where α is an action on a cognitive or social construct. As explained above, we do not model an agent’s 
domain actions or plans. Thus, a single transition could potentially correspond to zero or more domain actions.

5.3. Action sets

We next define formally the life cycle of goals and commitments. For this, we need action sets for beliefs, and achieve-
ment and maintenance goals and commitments. These sets are the actions that agents could take on the respective 
constructs. For all agents combined, we define B, G, M, C, and S as the sets of all beliefs, achievement goals, main-
tenance goals, achievement commitments, and maintenance commitments, respectively.

Each agent can act on its own elements of the system configuration. The belief actions set is BACTS = {+}. The achieve-
ment goal actions set is GACTS = {consider-G, activate-G, terminate-G}. The maintenance goal actions set is MACTS = {consider-M, 
activate-M, terminate-M}. The achievement commitment actions set is CACTS = {create-C, cancel-C, release-C}. The maintenance com-
mitment actions set is SACTS = {create-S, cancel-S, release-S}.

An action instance pairs an action and a corresponding belief, goal, or commitment. It is a specific action on a specific 
construct. For example, the action instance 〈activate-G, G1〉 corresponds to the action of activating goal G1. Valid action 
instances are consistent across the components; where an action concerns a goal or commitment condition such as a 
consequent, it must be consistent with changes to the agent’s beliefs, and actions corresponding to that belief change 
must occur on all goals and commitments. When a goal or commitment is affected, so are weaker or stronger goals and 
commitments to preserve consistency and closure properties, e.g., as in Definition 16.

Formally, an action set is a set of concurrent action instances of the same agent:

Definition 27 (Action sets). The action set for each of the goal and commitment types is disjoint union of sets of pairs:

• Belief action set: AB = (BACTS ×B)

• Achievement goal action set: AG = (GACTS ×G)

• Maintenance goal action set: AM = (MACTS ×M)

• Achievement commitment action set: AC = (CACTS ×C)

• Maintenance commitment action set: AS = (SACTS ×S)

5.4. Life cycle rules

We can now define a life cycle rule as a mapping from a system configuration and an action set into a resulting system 
configuration. The life cycle rule definition for achievement constructs is inherited from TSY, except that we remove any 
parts of a rule relating to Pending and Suspended states. We do not repeat those definitions here. The life cycles of 
maintenance goals and commitments capture Figs. 6 and 7 in logical terms.

The life cycle rule definition for maintenance constructs is in four parts for ease of reading. The first part of the definition 
specifies the maintenance goal transitions that occur due to belief updates.

Definition 28 (Maintenance goal life cycle rule—belief update). A life cycle rule for a maintenance goal is a function LM : AB ×
B×M →B×M such that: ∀〈+, b〉 ∈AB , b = 〈x, p〉:

〈B ′, M′〉 = LM(〈+, b〉, B, M), where:

1. B ′ = B + 〈x, p〉 (x believes the newly added atom p)
2. if M(x, m, s, f ) ∈ {I,A,M}, B′

x(s) = �, then M′(x, m, s, f ) = S
(if x believes s, each maintenance goal M(x, m, s, f ) that is Inactive, Active, Monitoring, succeeds)

3. if M(x, m, s, f ) ∈ {I,A,M}, B′
x( f ) = �, then M′(x, m, s, f ) = F

(if x believes f , each maintenance goal M(x, m, s, f ) that is Inactive, Active, Monitoring, fails)
4. if M(x, m, s, f ) ∈ {M}, B′

x(¬m ∧ ¬s ∧ ¬ f ) = �, then M′(x, m, s, f ) = A
(if x believes ¬m ∧ ¬s ∧ ¬ f , each maintenance goal M(x, m, s, f ) that is Monitoring, becomes Active)
14
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5. if M(x, m, s, f ) ∈ {A}, B′
x(m ∧ ¬s ∧ ¬ f ) = �, then M′(x, m, s, f ) = M

(if x believes m ∧ ¬s ∧ ¬ f , each maintenance goal M(x, m, s, f ) that is Active, transitions to state Monitoring)
6. if M(x, m, s, f ) ∈ {T,F,S}, then M′(x, m, s, f ) =M(x, m, s, f )

(maintenance goals that are Terminated, Failed or Satisfied remain unaffected)

The next definition specifies the maintenance goal transitions that occur due to the social actions that the agents execute.

Definition 29 (Maintenance goal life cycle rule—social actions). A life cycle rule is a function LM : AM ×B ×M →B ×M such 
that: ∀〈mact, M〉 ∈AM, mact ∈ M AC T S, M =M(x, m, s, f ):

〈B ′, M′〉 = LM(〈mact, M〉, B, M), where:

1. B ′ = B (all beliefs are unaffected)
2. if mact = consider and M(x, m, s, f ) = N, then M′(x, m, s, f ) = I

(if agent x considers a maintenance goal, the goal transitions from Null to Inactive)
3. if mact = activate and M(x, m, s, f ) = I, then M′(x, m, s, f ) = M

(if agent x activates an Inactive maintenance goal, the goal transitions to Monitoring)
4. if mact = terminate and M(x, s, u) ∈ {I,M,A}, then M′(x, m, s, f ) = T

(if agent x terminates a Inactive, Active, Monitoring, maintenance goal, the goal transitions to Terminated)
5. if M(x, n, t, h) � M(x, m, s, f ) and M(x, n, t, h) � M(x, m, s, f ), then M′(x, n, t, h) =M(x, n, t, h)

(maintenance goals that are unrelated to M(x, m, s, f ) remain unaffected)

We now define the life cycle rule for maintenance commitments that considers only the belief updates.

Definition 30 (Maintenance commitment life cycle rule—belief update). A life cycle rule is a function LS : AB ×B × S → B × S
such that: ∀〈+, b〉 ∈A, b = 〈x, p〉:

〈B ′, S ′〉 = LS(+p, B, S), where:

1. B ′ = B + 〈x, p〉 (x believes the newly added atom p)
2. if S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = C, B′

x(l) = �, B′
x(d) = ⊥, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = D

(if x believes l and does not believe d, each maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) that is Conditional, de-
taches)

3. if S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) ∈ {C,D,B}, B′
x(d) = �, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = S

(if x believes d, each maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) that is Conditional, Detached, or Sustain, 
satisfies)

4. if S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = C, B′
x(¬l) = �, B′

x(d) = ⊥, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = E
(if x believes ¬l and does not believe d, each maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) that is Conditional, 

expires)
5. if S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = B, B′

x( f ) = �, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = V
(if x believes f , each maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) that is in state Sustain, violates)

6. if S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = D, B′
x(¬m) = �, B′

x(d) = ⊥, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = B
(if x believes ¬m and does not believe d, each maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) that is in state Detached, 

transitions to Sustain)
7. if S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = B, B′

x(m) = �, B′
x(d) = ⊥, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = D

(if x believes m and does not believe d, each maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) that is in state Sustain, 
transitions to Detached)

8. if S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) ∈ {T,V,S}, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = S(x, y, l, m, d, f )
(all commitments S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) that are Terminated, Violated or Satisfied remain unaffected)

Next, we define the life cycle rule for maintenance commitments that considers the social actions of the debtor and 
creditor.

Definition 31 (Maintenance commitment life cycle rule—social actions). A life cycle rule is a function LS : AS ×B×S →B×S
such that: ∀〈sact, S〉 ∈AS, sact ∈ S AC T S, S = S(x, y, l, m, d, f ):
〈B ′, S ′〉 = LS(〈sact, S〉, B, S), where:

1. B ′ = B (all beliefs are unaffected)
2. if sact = create-S and S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = N and Bx(l) = ⊥, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = C

(if agent x creates a maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d) and does not believe l, the commitment transitions from
Null to Conditional)
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Table 1
Possible interactions between components. TSY = achievement-
only case: not the topic of this article. Closure = follows from 
closure properties such as Definition 24. Practical = treated in 
this article in Section 6.2. N/A = not applicable.

TO
↓ FROM a-goal m-goal a-comm m-comm

a-goal TSY N/A TSY practical
m-goal practical closure N/A N/A
a-comm TSY N/A TSY N/A
m-comm practical practical N/A closure

3. if sact = create-S and S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = N and Bx(l) = �, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = D
(if agent x creates a maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) and believes l, the commitment transitions from

Null to Detached)
4. if sact = cancel-S and S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = C, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = T

(if agent x cancels a Conditional maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ), then the commitment transitions to
Terminated)

5. if sact = cancel-S and S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = B, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = V
(if agent x cancels a Sustained maintenance commitment S(x, y, l, m, d, f ), then the commitment transitions to

Violated)
6. if sact = release-S and S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) ∈ {C,D,B}, then S ′(x, y, l, m, d, f ) = T

(if agent y releases a Conditional, Detached, or Sustained maintenance commitment, then the commitment 
transitions to Terminated)

7. if S(x, y, k, n, e, g) � S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) and S(x, y, k, n, e, g) � S(x, y, l, m, d, f ), then S ′(x, y, k, n, e, g) = S(x, y, k, n, e, g)

(all maintenance commitments unrelated to S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) remain unaffected)

6. Relating commitments and goals

In the previous section we established the life cycle rules which maintenance goals and commitments must follow. We 
now turn to the ‘optional’ practical rules at the heart of our semantics. Recall that, in contrast to life cycle rules, practical 
rules capture patterns of pragmatic reasoning that agents may or may not adopt under different circumstances.

An agent’s practical rules thus reflect its decision-making. Practical rules capture an agent’s rational behaviour, for ex-
ample: an agent would adopt commitments to help achieve or maintain its end goals and given its commitments, would 
create means goals to satisfy or sustain them. We provide one set of practical rules, noting that our methodology is generic 
in allowing other sets, although the theorems would need to be modified. Telang et al. [4] discuss the advantages of this 
ruleset-agnostic methodology.

To organize the practical rules, we note that beliefs do not directly give rise to actions. Therefore, we consider direct 
interactions between achievement and maintenance goals and commitments, giving rise to the 42 = 16 possibilities in 
Table 1.

6.1. Support sets

Fig. 8 captures the relationships of a maintenance commitment or goal as pairs of functions. These functions help us 
define practical rules unambiguously; in this subsection we detail the functions. Let S , G , M respectively be a maintenance 
commitment, achievement goal, and maintenance goal. Then, for instance, GAS(S) identifies achievement goals such that S ’s 
antecedent entails the success condition of the goals. The goals created by the creditor to detach S are in GAS(S). For each 
of these functions, we define an ‘inverse’ as a function in the reverse direction.

An achievement goal provides antecedent support to a maintenance commitment if the success condition of that goal 
entails its antecedent. We now define a set of such achievement goals. Intuitively, GAS is a set of achievement goals which 
together are sufficient to support a given m-comm’s antecedent.

Definition 32. (Set of achievement goals providing antecedent support to a maintenance commitment (GAS)) Let S =
S(y, x, k, ·, ·, ·) and G = G(x, s, ·). GAS(S) = {G | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B,P}), G(G) ∈ {I,A}, k = ∧

ki, s |= ki}.

For example, consider the m-comm S = S(y, x, invoice ∧ paid, ·, ·), and a-goals G1 = G(x, invoice, ·) and G2 = G(x, paid, ·). 
Then, G1 ∈ G A S(S) and G2 ∈ G A S(S), if G(G1) ∈ {I,A} and G(G2) ∈ {I,A}.

The inverse of GAS is a set of maintenance commitments whose antecedent is supported by an achievement goal.

Definition 33. (Set of maintenance commitments whose antecedent is supported by an achievement goal (GAS−1)) Let 
G = G(x, s, ·) and S = S(y, x, k, ·, ·, ·). GAS−1(G) = {S | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B}), G(G) ∈ {I,A}, k = ∧

ki, s |= ki}.
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M-Comms
S(y, x,k, ·, ·, ·)

A-Goals
G(x, s, ·)

A-Goals
G(x, s, ·)

M-Comms
S(x, y,k, ·, ·, ·)

M-Goals
M(x,m, ·, ·)

M-Comms
S(x, y, ·,n, ·, ·)

M-Comms
S(x, y, ·,n, ·, ·)

M-Goals
M(x,m, ·, ·)

M-Goals
M(x,m, ·, ·)

A-Goals
G(x, s, ·)

GAS (s |= ki )1 *

GAS−1 1*

SAG (k |= si )1 *

SAG−1 1*

SSM (n |= mi )1 *

SSM−1 1*

MSS (m |= ni )1 *

MSS−1 1*

GMM (s |= mi )1 *

GMM−1 1*

Fig. 8. Functions relating (s-)comms and (m-)goals.

For example, consider the a-goal G = G(x, invoice ∧ paid, ·), and s-commits S1 = S(y, x, invoice, ·, ·) and S2 = S(y, x, paid,

·, ·). Then S1 ∈ G A S−1(G) and S2 ∈ G A S−1(G), if S(S1) ∈ {C,D,B,P} and S(S2) ∈ {C,D,B}.
In the same manner as the set GAS and its inverse, we have four more sets to define. The motivation is that an agent 

can make commitments that lead, for example, to the satisfaction of one of its achievement goals.
A maintenance commitment provides antecedent support to an achievement goal if the maintenance commitment’s an-

tecedent (either partially or fully) entails the success condition of the achievement goal. We define set of such maintenance 
commitments.

Definition 34. (Set of maintenance commitments whose antecedent support an achievement goal (SAG)) Let S =
S(x, y, k, ·, ·, ·) and G = G(x, s, ·). SAG(G) = {S | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B,P}), G(G) ∈ {I,A}, s = ∧

si, k |= si}.

The inverse of SAG is a set of achievement goals that are supported by the antecedent of a maintenance commitment.

Definition 35. (Set of achievement goals that are supported by the antecedent of a maintenance commitment (SAG−1)) Let 
S = S(x, y, k, ·, ·, ·) and G = G(x, s, ·). SAG−1(S) = {G | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B,P}), G(G) ∈ {I,A}, s = ∧

si, k |= si}.

A maintenance goal supports a maintenance commitment if: (1) the goal’s maintenance condition (either partially or 
fully) entails the maintenance condition of the maintenance commitment, and (2) the maintenance commitment’s discharge 
condition entails the maintenance goal’s success condition. We now define a set of such maintenance goals.

Definition 36. (Set of maintenance goals supporting a maintenance commitment (MSS)) Let S = S(x, y, ·, n, ·, ·) and M =
M(x, m, ·, ·). MSS(S) = {M | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B}), M(M) ∈ {I,A,M}, n = ∧

ni, m |= ni, dis(S) |= succ(M)}.

The inverse of MSS is a set of maintenance commitments supported by a maintenance goal.

Definition 37. (Set of maintenance commitments supported by a maintenance goal (MSS−1)) Let S = S(x, y, ·, n, ·, ·) and 
M = M(x, m, ·, ·). MSS−1(M) = {S | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B}), M(M) ∈ {I,A,M}, n = ∧

ni, m |= ni}.

A maintenance commitment supports a maintenance goal if its maintenance condition (either partially or fully) entails 
the maintenance condition of the maintenance goal. We define set of such maintenance commitments.

Definition 38. (Set of maintenance commitments supporting a maintenance goal (SSM)) Let S = S(y, x, ·, n, ·, ·) and M =
M(x, m, ·, ·). Then SSM(M) = {S | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B}), M(M) ∈ {I,A,M}, m = ∧

mi, n |= mi}.

The inverse of SSM is a set of maintenance goals supposed by a maintenance commitment.

Definition 39. (Set of maintenance goals supported by a maintenance commitment (SSM−1)) Let S = S(y, x, ·, n, ·, ·) and 
M = M(x, m, ·, ·). Then SSM−1(S) = {M | S ∈ maxs({C,D,B}), M(M) ∈ {I,A,M}, m = ∧

mi, n |= mi}.

An achievement goal supports a maintenance goal if its achievement condition (either partially or fully) entails the 
maintenance condition of the maintenance goal. We define set of such achievement goals.
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Definition 40. (Set of achievement goals supporting a maintenance goal (GMM)) Let G = G(x, s, ·) and M = M(x, m, ·, ·). 
GMM(M) = {G | G ∈ maxg({I,A}), M(M) ∈ {I,A,M}, m = ∧

mi, s |= mi}.

The inverse of GMM is the set of maintenance goals supported by an achievement goal. This completes the set of support 
functions.

Definition 41. (Set of maintenance goals supported by an achievement goal (GMM−1)) Let G = G(x, s, ·) and M = M(x, m, ·, ·). 
GMM−1(G) = {M | G ∈ maxg({I,A}), M(M) ∈ {I,A,M}, m = ∧

mi, s |= mi}.

Altogether, these six sets and their inverses equip us with what we need to define practical rules in the sequel.

6.2. Practical rules

Practical rules represent patterns of reasoning that specify potential social actions for an agent based on its goals and 

commitments. We use TSY’s syntax of a practical rule template of the form E
rulename

α. The expression E is a conjunc-
tion of the form of: this goal is (or is not) in some state and that commitment is (or is not) in some state; E concerns 
commitment and goal sets computed by the functions of Fig. 8 and their states. The expression α is a commitment (or goal) 
action to be performed on one or more commitments (or goals). We write ant(·) for the antecedent of a (m-) commitment, 
maint(·) for the maintenance condition of m-comm or m-goal, and succ(·) for the success condition of a (m-) goal.

6.2.1. A-goal to m-comm
We first describe the rules in which one or more m-commitments support an a-goal. With rule s-create, an agent can 

create m-comms to satisfy an a-goal. With s-terminate, such m-comms supporting no a-goal are terminated.

• s-create: Suppose agent x has an active achievement goal G = G(x, ., .). Then create one or more maintenance commit-
ments that can satisfy the goal G . Let ω = ∧

i ant(Si), where Si = S(x, y, ., ., ., .) and Si ∈ SAG(G), and � be a set of 
commitments such that 

∧
j ant(S j) ∧ ω |= succ(G) and S j ∈ �.

G(G) = A∧ ω �|= succ(G)
s-create

create(�)

• s-terminate: Suppose a goal G = G(x, ., .) fails or is terminated. Then cancel each maintenance commitment supporting 
the goal that is not supporting some other goal.

G(G) ∈ {F,T} ∧ S ∈ SAG(G) ∧ SAG−1(S) \ G = ∅
s-terminate

terminate(S)

6.2.2. M-goal to a-goal
We describe the rules in which one or more achievement goals support a maintenance goal. With a-consider, an agent 

considers a-goals to restore an m-goal. With a-terminate, such a-goals supporting no m-goal are terminated.

• a-consider: Suppose an m-goal M is in the active state, that is maint(M) is false. Then consider one or more a-goals 
to restore maint(M) to true. Let ω = ∧

i succ(Gi), where Gi ∈ GMM(M), and � = {G j} is a set of new goals such that 
∧

j succ(G j) ∧ ω |= maint(M).

M(M) = A∧ ω �|= maint(M)
a-consider

consider(�)

• a-terminate: Suppose an m-goal M fails or is terminated. Then terminate each achievement goal G supporting M that is 
not supporting some other m-goal.

M(M) ∈ {F,T} ∧ G ∈ GMM(M)∧
GMM−1(G) \ M = ∅ a-terminate

terminate(G)

6.2.3. M-comm to m-goal
We describe the rules in which one or more maintenance goals support a maintenance commitment. With m-consider, 

an agent considers m-goals to maintain an m-comm. With m-terminate, such m-goals supporting no m-comm are termi-
nated.
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• m-consider: Suppose an m-comm S is in the detached state. Then the debtor of S considers one or more m-goals to 
maintain the condition maint(S). Let ω = ∧

i maint(Mi), where Mi ∈ MSS(S), and � = {M j} is a set of new goals such 
that 

∧
j maint(M j) ∧ ω |= maint(S).

S(S) = D∧ ω �|= maint(S)
m-consider

consider(�)

• m-terminate: Suppose an m-comm S is expired or terminated. Then for both debtor and creditor, terminate each m-goal 
supporting S that is not supporting some other m-comm S ′ .

S(S) ∈ {E,T} ∧ M ∈ MSS(S) ∧ MSS−1(M) \ G = ∅
m-terminate

terminate(M)

6.2.4. M-goal to m-comm
We describe the rules in which one or more maintenance commitments support a maintenance goal. With c-create, an 

agent creates a-comms to have another agent maintain an m-goal. Note that c-create is not reducing an m-goal to a-goals; 
rather it creates one or more achievement commitments in order to get some other agent to maintain a condition. With
ms-terminate, supporting m-comms supporting no m-goal are terminated.

• c-create: Suppose an m-goal M = M(x, m, ., .) is in the monitoring state. Then create one or more commitments C j =
C(x, y j, S(y j, x, �, m j, ·, ·) = D, q j) to persuade agent y j to maintain the condition m j . Note that the antecedent of C j

is a condition that the m-comm S(y j, x, �, m j, ·, ·) is detached. Thus this enhancement conforms to the structure of 
an a-comm (TSY). Let ω = ∧

i maint(Si), where Si ∈ SSM(M), and � = {C j} is a set of new commitments such that 
∧

j m j ∧ ω |= m.

M(M) = M∧ ω �|= maint(M)
c-create

create(�)

• ms-terminate: Suppose an m-goal M fails or is terminated. Then cancel each m-comm supporting the goal M that is not 
supporting some other m-goal.

M(M) ∈ {F,T} ∧ S ∈ SSM(M)∧
SSM−1(S) \ M = ∅ ms-terminate

terminate(S)

6.2.5. M-comm to a-goal
We describe the rules in which one or more a-goals support a maintenance commitment. With ad-consider, an agent 

considers a-goals to detach an m-comm. With ad-terminate, such a-goals supporting no m-comm are terminated.

• ad-consider: Suppose an m-comm S is in the conditional state. Then the debtor of S considers one or more a-goals to 
detach S . Let ω = ∧

i succ(Gi), where Gi ∈ GAS(S), and � = {G j} is a set of new goals such that 
∧

j succ(G j) ∧ω |= ant(S).

S(S) = C∧ ω �|= ant(S)
ad-consider

consider(�)

• ad-terminate: Suppose an m-comm S is expired or terminated. Then for both debtor and creditor, terminate each a-goal 
supporting S that is not supporting some other m-comm S ′ .

S(S) ∈ {E,T} ∧ G ∈ GAS(S) ∧ GAS−1(G) \ S = ∅
ad-terminate

terminate(G)

In addition to the above practical rules, there are three practical rules which activate an inactive goal: a-activate, m-

activate, and ad-activate, which correspond to a-consider, m-consider, and ad-consider. Informally, a *-consider rule 
creates new goals in the inactive state such that the set of the existing and new goals together fully support some condition 
(such as the antecedent or the maintenance condition). On the other hand, A *-activate rule activates all inactive goals that 
support some condition. Therefore, *-consider and *-activate rules have different structures.

• a-activate: Suppose a maintenance goal M is in the active state, and � = {G j} is a set of goals such that 
∧

j succ(G j) |=
maint(M). If a goal G ∈ � is inactive, then activate the goal.

M(M) = A∧ G ∈ � ∧ G(G) = I
a-activate

activate(G)
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Operator Engine Mfr Parts Mfr

Operate Aircraft Monitor Engine Health

Request Maintenance
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Replace Refurbish

Scheduled

Unscheduled

Fig. 9. Aerospace aftermarket [31].

• m-activate: Suppose a maintenance commitment S is in the detached state, and � = {M j} is a set of goals such that 
∧

j maint(M j) |= maint(S). If a goal M ∈ � is inactive, then debtor activates the goal.

S(S) = D∧ M ∈ � ∧M(M) = I
m-activate

activate(M)

• ad-activate: Suppose a maintenance commitment S is in the conditional state, and � = {G j} is a set of goals such that 
∧

j succ(G j) |= ant(S). If a goal G ∈ � is inactive, then debtor activates the goal.

S(S) = C∧ G ∈ � ∧ G(G) = I
ad-activate

activate(G)

7. Applying the theory

We illustrate the value of integrated reasoning over maintenance commitments and goals with the aerospace aftermarket 
scenario of Fig. 9. The domain and scenario are found in van Aart et al. [31]. In the following Section 8 we will present 
formal theoretical results.

The figure contains a vertical ‘swimlane’ for each participant. The solid circle represents the start of the process flow 
and a rounded rectangle represents an activity. A solid directed edge represents a transition between a pair of activities. A 
dotted directed edge represents information exchange between the participants corresponding to a pair of activities. A label 
on an edge is a decoration to describe the transition. The solid horizontal bar represents an exclusive choice.
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Table 2
Goals and commitments from the aerospace scenario.

ID Goal, Commitment, or Event Description

G1 G(oper, engine, ¬engine) Operator’s goal to buy an engine
G2 G(mfr, engine, ¬engine) Aircraft manufacturer’s goal to provide an engine
G3 G(oper, paid, ¬paid) Operator’s goal to pay for an engine
G4 G(mfr, paid, ¬paid) Aircraft manufacturer’s goal to receive the payment 

for an engine
C1 C(oper, mfr, engine ∧ create(S1),

paid ∧ create(S2))
Operator’s commitment to the manufacturer to pay 
and to report the engine health if the manufacturer 
provides the engine and commits to keeping it in a 
running condition

C2 C(mfr, oper, paid ∧ create(S2),
engine ∧ create(S1))

Aircraft manufacturer’s commitment to the 
operator to provide the engine and the 
commitment to keep the engine in a running 
condition if the operator pays and commits to 
reporting the engine health

S1 S(mfr, oper, �, engine_running,
aero_contract_expiry, engine_dead)

Aircraft manufacturer’s commitment to the 
operator to keep the engine in a running condition

S2 S(oper, mfr, status_changed,
health_reported, aero_contract_expiry,
status_changed ∧¬ health_reported)

Operator’s commitment to the manufacturer to 
report the engine health whenever the engine 
status changes

M1 M(mfr, engine_running,
aero_contract_expiry, engine_dead)

Aircraft manufacturer’s goal to maintain the engine 
in a running condition

M2 M(oper, health_reported,
aero_contract_expiry, engine_dead)

Operator’s goal to regularly report the engine 
health

G5 G(mfr, engine_running, engine_dead) Aircraft manufacturer’s goal to restore an engine to 
a running condition

G6 G(oper, health_reported,
engine_dead)

Operator’s goal to report engine health

G7 G(mfr, penalty_paid, ¬penalty_paid) Aircraft manufacturer’s goal to pay a penalty
M1 M(mfr, engine_running,

aero_contract_expiry, engine_dead)
Aircraft manufacturer’s goal to maintain the engine 
in a running condition

C3 C(mfr, pmfr, engine_part, pfmr_paid) Aircraft manufacturer’s commitment to the parts 
manufacturer to pay if the parts manufacturer 
provides the engine part

C4 C(pmfr, mfr, pfmr_paid, engine_part) Parts manufacturer’s commitment to the 
manufacturer to provide the engine part if the 
manufacturer pays

C5 C(mfr, oper, violate(S1),
penalty_paid)

Aircraft manufacturer’s commitment to the 
operator to pay a penalty if it violates its 
maintenance commitment to keep the engine in a 
running condition

C6 C(oper, mfr, violate(S2), release(S1)) Operator’s commitment to the manufacturer to 
release the latter from its commitment to 
maintaining the engine in a running state if the 
operator violates its maintenance commitment to 
report engine health

The participants in the scenario are an airline operator (oper), an aircraft engine manufacturer (mfr), and a parts manu-
facturer (pmfr). The airline operator buys engines from the manufacturer. In addition to selling an engine, the manufacturer 
maintains the engine in an operational condition. In case a plane waits on ground for an engine to be serviced, the man-
ufacturer pays a penalty to the operator. The manufacturer requires the operator: (1) to apprise the manufacturer of the 
engine health any time it changes (e.g., by providing engine sensor data), and (2) to allow the engine to be serviced during 
a scheduled maintenance window. After analyzing the engine health data, the manufacturer may request the operator for 
unscheduled maintenance on an engine. During the servicing of an engine, the manufacturer may either replace or refurbish 
the engine. The manufacturer procures parts for engine refurbishing from a parts manufacturer.

Table 2 shows the achievement and maintenance goals and commitments that model the aerospace aftermarket scenario. 
The achievement goals G1 and G2 are the airline operator’s and manufacturer’s goals for the engine, and G3 and G4 are 
their goals for the engine payment. The achievement commitments C1 and C2 are the mutual commitments between the 
operator and the manufacturer: the operator commits to paying for the engine and to providing the engine health (S2), and 
the manufacturer commits to providing the engine and to keep it in a running condition (S1). Observe that the goal G2
provides antecedent support to the commitment C1, and the goal G3 provides antecedent support to the commitment C2. 
S1 is the unconditional maintenance commitment from the manufacturer to the operator to keep the engine in a running 
condition or to pay a penalty if the engine has a downtime. The manufacturer may create the maintenance goal M1 to 
maintain the condition of S1. Achievement goal G5 is the manufacturer’s goal to restore the engine to a running condition. 
The manufacturer creates G5 each time it predicts that the engine needs maintenance. If the manufacturer is unable to 
restore the engine to a running condition, the manufacturer creates G7 to pay a penalty for the engine downtime. S2 is the 
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Table 3
Progression of configurations in an aerospace scenario.

Step Rule OPER Action OPER State MFR Action MFR State

1 c-create—Sec 6.2 create(C1) 〈C A
1 〉 〈C A

1 〉
2 detach—TSY 〈C D

1 , S D
1 〉 engine ∧ create(S1) 〈C D

1 , S D
1 〉

3 m-consider—Sec 6.2 〈C D
1 , S D

1 〉 consider(M1) 〈M I
1, C D

1 , S D
1 〉

4 m-activate—Sec 6.2 〈C D
1 , S D

1 〉 activate(M1) 〈MM
1 , C D

1 , S D
1 〉

5 Life cycle—TSY paid 〈C S
1 , S D

1 〉 〈MM
1 , C S

1 , S D
1 〉

6 Life cycle—Figs. 6, 7 〈¬engine_running, S B
1 〉 〈¬engine_running, M A

1 , S B
1 〉

7 a-consider–Sec 6.2 〈¬engine_running, S B
1 〉 consider(G5) 〈¬engine_running, G I

5, M A
1 , S B

1 〉
8 a-activate–Sec 6.2 〈¬engine_running, S B

1 〉 activate(G5) 〈¬engine_running, G A
5 , M A

1 , S B
1 〉

9 Life cycle—Figs. 6, 7 〈engine_running, S D
1 〉 engine_running 〈engine_running, G S

5 , MM
1 , S D

1 〉

unconditional maintenance commitment from the operator to the manufacturer to report the engine health regularly. The 
operator may create the maintenance goal M2 to maintain the condition of S2. At a regular interval, the operator creates G6
to report the engine health to the manufacturer. The achievement commitments C3 and C4 are the mutual commitments 
between the aircraft manufacturer and the parts manufacturer: the aircraft manufacturer commits to the paying the parts 
manufacturer, and the parts manufacturer commits to providing the engine part. We assume that the agents agree on the 
states of the propositions in the commitments and goals.

Telang et al. [32, Section 5] model the aerospace aftermarket scenario using only achievement commitments and goals. 
Their model captures the maintenance aspects of the scenario in an unnatural manner by requiring an instance parameter 
for the repeating goals and commitments. In contrast, we employ the maintenance commitments and goals which naturally 
capture the maintenance aspects leading to a semantically rich and simpler model.

Table 3 shows a possible progression of the operator and manufacturer configurations. In Step 1, the operator employs c-

create rule to create C1. In Step 2, mfr employs detach rule (TSY) and provides the engine and creates S1, which detaches 
C1. In Step 3, mfr employs m-consider rule to consider and activate the M1. In Step 4, oper pays the mfr, which satisfies 
commitment C1 (TSY). In Step 5, suppose the engine fails and stops running. This causes M1 to transition to Active and 
S1 to transition to Sustain. In Step 6, MFR employs a-consider to consider and activate G5 to restore the engine. In 
Step 7, MFR fixes the engine, which satisfies G5 and causes M1 to transition to Monitoring, and S1 to Sustain.

8. Coherence and convergence

Goals and commitments, respectively, reflect the cognitive and social states of agents. How well these constructs cohere 
indicates how well a multiagent system is being enacted. Ideally, an agent should enter into commitments in accordance 
with its goals and take on goals that would lead to its commitments being satisfied or sustained. But an agent being 
autonomous may drop its goals and commitments arbitrarily.

We say an agent configuration is coherent if it satisfies the stated coherence properties over beliefs, goals, and com-
mitments of an agent. These properties are given in Definition 45. Informally, the goals and commitments in a coherent 
configuration reflect the agent’s rationality in that they ‘line up’ and the existence of one of them may be justified by the 
existence of others. For example, when an end goal is satisfied, an agent may drop its corresponding commitment and if a 
means goal fails, it may adopt another goal or decide to give up on the commitment.

A judicious set of practical rules would ensure that goals and commitments in a multiagent system remain coherent 
even though the agents act autonomously. The results in this section demonstrate that the set of practical rules given in 
Section 6.2 are such a set. As discussed at the end of the article, our methodology is generic in that the same approach can 
be used for alternative sets of practical rules.

8.1. Trace

Lemma 1 states that a life cycle rule maps a well-defined configuration to another well-defined configuration.

Lemma 1 (Configuration update under life cycle rules). Let x be an agent with a configuration S(x) = 〈B, G, M, C, S〉. Let L be a life 
cycle rule in which x applies action α. Let S ′(x) = 〈B′, G′, M′, C′, S ′〉 be a tuple of functions for the beliefs, goals, and commitments 
of x, with the same signature as the respective state functions, after the application of α. Then S ′(x) is a unique configuration.

Lemma 1 means we can write S(x) α−→ S ′(x) where S ′(x) is the (unique) configuration of x after the application of action 
α.

We are now in the position to define the trace of system configurations, after a preliminary definition.

Definition 42 (Successor configuration). Let M be a system of agents A = x1, . . . , xn and let S and S ′ be two system configu-

rations of M. Then S progresses to S ′ if and only if ∃x ∈ {1, . . . , n} and agent x applies action α, and ∀y ∈ {1, . . . , n} : S(y) α−→
S ′(y). We call S ′ a successor system configuration of S and say that S ′ follows from S .
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Such an action α of agent x, which moves the system configuration from S to S ′ , may be an action corresponding to 
a life cycle rule, or—if the agent follows our proposed practical rules of the next section—an action corresponding to a 
practical rule.

Intuitively, a trace is a sequence of successor configurations:

Definition 43. A trace is a (possibly infinite) sequence of system configurations S1, S2, . . . , where for i > 0, configuration Si

follows from Si−1 as per Definition 42. Configuration S0 is the initial configuration of the system. In S0, the sets G , M, C , 
and S from each agent’s configuration are empty.

Our results later in this section centre on proving the convergence of traces under certain conditions:

Definition 44 (Trace convergence). A trace converges infinitely often to a configuration S if and only from every configuration 
Si there is a k ≥ i and a configuration Sk such that Sk = S .

The intuition is that, on all paths in future, the converged state will be eventually reached. If a trace S1, S2, . . . converges 
infinitely often to a configuration S , and S is coherent, then the trace sustains a coherent configuration. Note that this repeated 
converge contrasts with the ‘one time’ convergence that is adequate for achievement commitments in TSY [4].

8.2. Coherence

Coherence is a property of the configuration of an agent. Together with the above notion of trace convergence, it will 
allow us to state our theorems below.

In informal terms, coherence seeks to characterize agent configurations wherein the beliefs, goals, and commitments of 
the agent make sense with respect to each other. That is, coherence captures an intuition of rationality, which goes beyond 
logical entailment to a weaker kind of internal ‘consistency’. For example, an agent may adopt a certain goal only to attempt 
to satisfy a commitment of which it is the debtor: if it drops the commitment or the creditor releases it, the corresponding 
goal may become unnecessary (depending on what else relies on that goal). One of our theorems below shows that given 
our practical rules, if an agent loses coherence, that is only temporary in that it would eventually regain coherence.

The following definition is motivated by an analysis of the life cycles of the respective constructs, the definitions of 
maximality, and the support sets. As noted, our methodology is generic in that the same approach can be applied to other 
rule sets and coherence definitions, although of course the theorems may change accordingly.

Definition 45 (Coherent configurations). A configuration is coherent if and only if it satisfies all the properties below, in 
addition to those properties between achievement goals and achievement commitments of Telang et al. [4] (excluding those 
properties of TSY which pertain to suspension):

1. M-comm to a-goal: Suppose S is a maximal m-comm and � is a minimal subset of GAS(S) such that Gi ∈ � and ∧
i succ(G) |= ant(S). A coherent configuration satisfies:

(a) If S is in conditional state, then each goal G ∈ � is active.
S ∈ maxs({C}) =⇒ ∀G ∈ �, G ∈ maxg({A})

(b) If no goals exist in GAS(S), then S is expired, satisfied, terminated, detached or sustained.
GAS(S) = ∅ =⇒ S ∈ maxs({E, S, T, D, B})

(c) If all goals in � are satisfied, then S is detached.
∀G ∈ �, G ∈ maxg({S}) =⇒ S ∈ maxs({D, B})

2. A-goal to m-comm: Suppose G is a maximal a-goal and � is a subset of SAG(G) such that Si ∈ � and 
∧

i ant(Si) |=
succ(G).

A coherent configuration satisfies:

(a) If G is active, then each maintenance commitment S ∈ � is conditional.
G ∈ maxg({A}) =⇒ ∀S ∈ �, S ∈ maxs({C})

(b) If no maintenance commitments exist that support G , then G is terminated or failed.
SAG(G) = ∅ =⇒ G ∈ maxg({T,F})

(c) If each maintenance commitment S ∈ � is detached or sustained, then G is satisfied.
∀S ∈ �, S ∈ maxs({D,B}) =⇒ G ∈ maxg({S})

3. M-goal to m-comm: Suppose M is a maximal m-goal and � is a minimal subset of SSM(M) such that Si ∈ � and ∧
i maint(S) |= maint(M). A coherent configuration satisfies:
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(a) If M is in monitoring state, then each m-comm S ∈ � is detached.
M ∈ maxm({M}) =⇒ ∀S ∈ �, S ∈ maxs({D})

(b) If no m-comms exist in SSM(M), then M is terminated, satisfied or failed.
SSM(M) = ∅ =⇒ M ∈ maxm({T, S, F})

(c) If an m-comm in � is in sustain state, then M is active, and if M is active, then an m-comm in � is in sustain state.
∃S ∈ �, S ∈ maxs({B}) ⇐⇒ M ∈ maxm({A})

4. M-comm to m-goal: Suppose S is a maximal m-comm and � is a minimal subset of MSS(S) such that Mi ∈ � and ∧
i maint(M) |= maint(S). A coherent configuration satisfies:

(a) If S is detached, then each m-goal M ∈ � is in monitoring state.
S ∈ maxs({D}) =⇒ ∀M ∈ �, M ∈ maxm({M})

(b) If no m-goals exist in MSS(S), then S is terminated, satisfied or violated.
MSS(S) = ∅ =⇒ S ∈ maxs({T, S, V})

(c) If an m-goal in � is in state Monitoring, then S is sustained, and if S is sustained, then an m-goal in � is in 
state Monitoring.

∃M ∈ �, M ∈ maxm({M}) ⇐⇒ S ∈ maxs({B})

5. M-goal to a-goal: Suppose M is a maximal m-goal and � is a minimal subset of GMM(M) such that Gi ∈ � and ∧
i succ(Gi) |= maint(M). A coherent configuration satisfies:

(a) If M is in active state, then each goal G ∈ � is active.
M ∈ maxm({A}) =⇒ ∀G ∈ �, G ∈ maxg({A})

(b) If no goals exist in GMM(M), then M is inactive, terminated, failed or satisfied.
GMM(M) = ∅ =⇒ M ∈ maxm({I,T,F,S})

(c) If each goal G ∈ � is satisfied, then M is in monitoring state.
∀G ∈ �, G ∈ maxg({S}) =⇒ M ∈ maxm({M})

A configuration that fails to satisfy any one of the above properties is incoherent.

8.3. Convergence results

We now proceed to prove the repeated convergence of traces under two assumptions.
First, convergence will not happen if commitments cannot be enacted upon. An assumption of action fairness—that 

all agents act towards achieving their commitments and goals—is not strong enough for our purpose, however. In fact, a 
stronger assumption is needed: goal resolution—we assume that an a-goal eventually reaches a terminal state, either posi-
tive (e.g., Satisfied) or negative (e.g., Failed); and that an m-goal will not remain indefinitely Active: that is, if an 
m-goal M is Active then the agent will consider a set of a-goals to restore maint(M). Note that action fairness does not 
necessarily imply goal conclusion in all circumstances.

Second, for convergence, we cannot have forever-cycling commitments or goals. After a preliminary definition, the next 
two definitions explain what cycling is in the maintenance case.

Definition 46. Let τ be a trace of configurations 〈S0, S1, . . .〉. Let 〈Si, S j〉, j > i be a pair of configurations. We say that τ
contains 〈Si, S j〉 if Si ∈ τ and S j ∈ τ .

Definition 47. Let S = S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) be an m-comm and τ be a trace of configurations 〈S0, S1, . . .〉. Suppose S(S) = σ in 
some configuration Si and in some subsequent configuration S j , where j > i. If τ contains infinite pairs of 〈Si, S j〉, S j �= S, 
then we say that S is cycling on τ .

Definition 48. Let M = M(x, m, s, f ) be an m-goal and τ be a trace of configurations 〈S0, S1, . . .〉. Suppose M(M) = σ in 
some configuration Si and in some subsequent configuration S j , where j > i. If τ contains infinite pairs of 〈Si, S j〉, S j �= A, 
then we say that M is cycling on τ .

8.3.1. Results focusing on one agent
These theorems relate one agent’s (s-) commitments and (a- and m-) goals. The first theorem says that an m-comm does 

not remain in Sustain infinitely long on a trace. For this, an agent might attempt to restore the m-comm to Detached, 
but if those attempts keep failing, eventually the agent will conclude that the commitment is not ‘restorable’.

Definition 49 (Restorable m-comm). A maintenance commitment S of x ∈ A is restorable if, every time S transitions to
Sustain, x can restore S to Detached in a finite time.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that an agent x will conclude that an m-comm is not restorable after a finite number of attempts. Let S =
S(x, y, l, m, d, f ) be an m-comm and τ be a trace of configurations 〈S0, S1, . . .〉. Suppose in configuration Sc that S(S) = B. Then, ∃
a configuration Sh, h > c such that S(S) �= B.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose in some configuration Sa where a < c, the m-comm S is detached: S(S) = D. In a configura-
tion Sb , where b > a, agent x employs m-consider to consider a set of m-goals to support S . Let �M = {Mi} be the minimal 
set of m-goals such that 

∧
i maint(Mi) |= maint(S). Note that if S is restorable, this set cannot remain empty forever. In 

the configuration Sc , since S is in sustain, maint(S) = ⊥. It follows that the maintenance condition of one or more m-goals 
M j ∈ �M is false.

Following the m-goal life cycle, all such m-goals M j are active. For each goal M j , in some configuration Sd , d > c, agent 
x employs a-consider to consider a set of a-goals to restore maint(M j).

Now let �G = {Gk} be the minimal set of a-goals such that 
∧

k succ(Gk) |= maint(M j). We must consider four cases:

(a) In a configuration Sh , h > d, all goals in {Gk} satisfy, thus making maint(M j) = � for all M j . From 
∧

i maint(Mi) |=
maint(S), it follows that maint(S) = �. Following the m-comms life cycle, S transitions to Detached.

(b) In a configuration Se , e > d, some a-goals in {Gk} may fail, but the agent believes that maint(M j) is restorable. Agent x
may reapply a-consider, and the proof follows case (a). However, since the agent concludes that M j is not restorable 
after a finite number of attempts, case (b) cannot occur infinitely often, but will turn to case (c).

(c) In a configuration Sh , h > d, suppose the agent believes that maint(M j) is not restorable. Following the m-comm life 
cycle, S transitions to Violated.

(d) In a configuration Sh , h > d, S becomes respectively Terminated, Satisfied or Violated if released by y, dis-
charged, or cancelled. �

The second theorem says that the trace sustains a coherent configuration.

Theorem 2. Let τ = 〈S0, S1, . . .〉 be a trace. Then for any configuration Si in τ , if Si is not coherent, there is a subsequent configuration 
S j , j > i, in τ such that S j is coherent.

Proof of Theorem 2. There are five cases to consider from Definition 45. Let Si be the current agent configuration. We will 
show that if Si is not coherent, then necessarily there exists a future configuration in the trace S j , j > i that is coherent.

Here we show the proof for the first case, that of m-comm to a-goal.
Suppose S is a maximal m-comm and � is a minimal subset of GAS(S) such that Gi ∈ � and 

∧
i succ(G) |= ant(S).

(a) S ∈ maxs({C}) =⇒ ∀G ∈ �, G ∈ maxg({A}): Suppose in state Si , S is Conditional and maximal. By definition of 
GAS, G ∈ � → G(G) ∈ {I, A}. If S is Conditional, then the debtor agent employs AD-consider to consider goals in 
�. Then the agent employs AD-activate to activate goals in �. Hence in a subsequent configuration, G(G) = A.

(b) GAS(S) = ∅ =⇒ S ∈ maxs({E, S, T, D, B}): If there are no a-goals supporting the antecedent of S , then necessarily 
S is Expired, Satisfied, Terminated, Detached, or Sustain. S cannot be Conditional: suppose in some 
configuration, GAS(S) is empty and S(S) = C. Then in a subsequent configuration, the agent would employ AD-consider

to consider a set of goals G ∈ GAS(S) making GAS(S) non-empty.
(c) ∀G ∈ �, G ∈ maxg({S}) =⇒ S ∈ maxs({D, B}): If all goals in � are Satisfied, then the antecedent of S must be true; 

hence S is Detached. If maint(S) = ⊥, then S can be in Sustain.

The other four cases follow a similar pattern, with the equivalent subcases (a)–(c) for each. �
8.3.2. Results focusing on many agents

These theorems concern the m-comms in a multiagent system. They state that the agents together maintain their m-
goals and commitments in a rational way.

As we showed above, a single agent reasons about and acts on its goals and commitments in accordance with its 
beliefs. When two or more agents are involved, their beliefs must be sufficiently in agreement or else they would not be 
able to interact felicitously. Beliefs have two sources in our approach (recall Section 3.4): an agent’s beliefs arise from its 
observations as well as based on the agent’s belief-world model. The former corresponds to sensing the world and the 
latter to the ontology in which the commitments and goals are expressed. We assume that (1) the agents have sufficiently 
accurate sensors that their observations of the common reality are in agreement, and (2) they have compatible belief-world 
models.

Theorem 3. Suppose agent x in a multiagent system M has an m-goal M = M(x, m, s, f ). Then the agents in M create minimal sets 
of m-comms, m-goals, and a-goals necessary to maintain the condition m.

Proof of Theorem 3. There are two ways in which m can be maintained: either agent x maintains the m-goal on its own, 
or agent x persuades some other agent y to maintain x’s m-goal via an m-comm S = S(y, x, l, m, d).
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We treat the cases in turn. First, if x decides to maintain m itself, then should m become false, then x employs a-consider

to consider a minimal set of achievement goals {Gi} such that Gi = G(x, mi, si, gi) and 
∧

i mi |= m.
In the second case, agent x employs c-create to create an m-comm S as the debtor to some agent y; x and y share 

consistency of beliefs as above. Agent y in turn employs m-consider to consider a minimal set of m-goals {Mi} such that 
Mi = M(y, mi, si, f i), and 

∧
i mi |= m. Similar to the first case, if mi becomes false, then agent y employs a-consider to 

consider a minimal set of a-goals to restore mi .
In both cases, thus the minimal necessary sets are created. �

Theorem 4. Suppose agent x in a multiagent system M has an m-comm S = S(x, y, l, m, d, f ). Then the agents in M create minimal 
sets of m-goals and a-comms and a-goals necessary to maintain the condition m.

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof for the case of an m-comm relies on the proof above for the case of an m-goal. Suppose x
is the debtor of m-comm S as in the theorem statement.

First, by ad-consider if S(S) = C then x considers an a-goal G(x, l, f1) in order to detach S . Once S(S) = D then by
m-consider x considers an m-goal M(x, m, s, f2) in order to maintain m. This m-goal are themselves sustained as in Theo-
rem 3. �
9. Related work

This article draws on Telang et al.’s [4] study of achievement commitments and goals. That work does not consider 
the maintenance of either construct. Maintenance goals are handled by, for instance, Duff et al. [7], who do not consider 
commitments. The developments we provide to handle the maintenance of commitments are non-trivial, including new 
definitions of support functions, closure and coherence, and new life cycle rules and theorems. Other differences from 
TSY are that we handle suspension operationally rather than with life cycle states and practical rules, which reduces the 
complexity of our model. The theorems, naturally, are unique to the presence of maintenance constructs.

9.1. Maintenance as an independent construct

The few works that address maintenance commitments reduce them to achievement commitments albeit with more 
complex temporal formulae. Mallya et al. [5] write maintenance commitments as achievement commitments for temporal 
formulae of the form ‘always m’. However, such a representation is inadequate because it does not capture potentially 
repeated interventions by the debtor to re-establish m should it fail. In other words, the normative force of a maintenance 
commitment is not toward achieving an inviolable ‘always m’ but in ensuring and restoring m as often as it takes. Further, 
these works do not study the life cycle of maintenance commitments, nor the connection to goals.

9.2. Commitments and time

Chesani et al. [6] define commitments with universally quantified properties during a time interval. They employ a 
Reactive Event Calculus framework, which supports greater temporal expressiveness than ours. Their formulation does not 
have an explicit notion of m-commitment, having only a limited maintenance life cycle. We anticipate that an approach 
such as ours could be developed for their technical framework.

Several lines of work study commitments and time, from modeling or verification perspectives. Among these, El-
Menshawy et al. [33] introduce a temporal logic with modalities for commitments and their fulfillment and violation. The 
authors employ symbolic model checking over ordered binary decision diagrams. Bentahar and colleagues continued this 
line of work, for instance to model-checking probabilistic social commitments [34], and temporal knowledge and commit-
ments [35]. Bataineh et al. [36] and especially El-Menshawy et al. [37] survey.

Chopra and Singh [38] define a commitment-specification language, Cupid, that is first-order and maps to event expres-
sions using relational algebra. Cupid can capture commitments of the form of “for each insurance claim, I will provide a 
payment” but does not capture maintenance in that it handles only the achievement of the consequent: it does not handle 
a consequent being forever or repeatedly made true. Cupid and Custard [39] (an extension to norms) do support an explicit 
notion of time and have a subtle notion of the non-occurrence of events. They map each commitment or other norm specifi-
cation to a relevant information model; such a model could be an agent’s private information store or could be a notionally 
public information store for a multiagent system. The non-occurrence of events is crucial in practical uses of commitments 
and other norms but can be unwieldy to handle precisely in a query language for an information store. Cupid and Custard 
generate the relevant (usually, large) queries automatically. It would be interesting to extend these specification languages 
to include m-commitments.

9.3. Beliefs, goals, and monitoring

Günay et al. [40] propose a framework to enable agents to create a commitment protocol dynamically. Such an approach 
to agent interaction provides for runtime coordination between agents’ goals. Their framework admits achievement commit-
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ments. Fornara and Colombetti [41] describe how to monitor achievement commitments that express rich domain meanings 
using the OWL ontology language. Both these works could be fruitfully extended to maintenance commitments.

Al-Saqqar et al. [42] develop a logic that considers both agents’ knowledge and commitments. [43] develop a formal 
semantics where, in the spirit of [44,45], trust is taken as a primitive. In conceptual terms, trust is the flip side of commit-
ments since it expresses conditional expectations. In contrast, we develop an operational semantics relating achievement 
and maintenance goals and commitments. However, the coherence between an agent’s goals and commitments would be a 
factor in assessing the agent to be trustworthy [46].

Determining whether an agent keeps to its (achievement) commitments is known as monitoring [47]. The act of monitor-
ing has a maintenance-like ongoing nature. Extending the approach of, e.g., Kafalı and Torroni [48], to understand monitoring 
and responding to failures is future work. Another useful direction is incorporating dialectical commitments for handling 
disputes between agents as to the facts [49] and understanding what effects such disputes may have on coherence.

9.4. Analyzing sets of commitments

Criado et al. [50] discuss a notion of coherence where they seek to identify consistent sets of norms. They formulate 
coherence as constraint satisfaction where an agent can compute preferences across its norms with respect to its cogni-
tive state. In a somewhat similar approach, Desai et al. [51] evaluate sets of commitments, viewed as contracts, from the 
perspective of the preferences of the participants. In contrast to these approaches, we seek not to evaluate coherence but 
to show how each agent is individually coherent and how, linked through their commitments, the agents are collectively 
coherent over time.

9.5. Understanding agent communications

Almost since the inception of the study of social commitments in AI, they have been used as a basis for formalizing 
agent communications [52–54]. The general idea is that, setting aside syntactical details, the meaning of a communication 
between autonomous agents must be expressed in terms of how it affects their social state. This view goes back to the 
earliest modern studies of communication [55], as more recent work in philosophy [56] makes clear.

Previous AI approaches on agent communications sought to define communications in terms of the mental states of 
agents. Such approaches, e.g., Bretier and Sadek [57], suffer from the problem that the mental state of an agent is not 
visible [58]. In addition, the naïve sincerity conditions that the mental approaches assume, such as that agents must tell 
the truth are largely unviable. Commitments provide the basis for validity conditions as motivated by Habermas [59] in 
terms of objective, subjective, and practical claims [11]. The subjective claims combine commitments with beliefs and goals 
(or intentions in some work); the practical claims could be expanded to incorporate beliefs and goals as well. The present 
article introduces m-commitments and relates m-commitments and a-commitments with beliefs and goals. In this way, it 
provides improved constructs for formulating a new social semantics for agent communications.

Interestingly, formal models of argumentation rely upon the notion of a commitment store [60,61] although those are 
motivated as dialectical commitments. Argumentation itself provides a foundation for agent communication [62] and dia-
logue, including leading up to practical (or ‘action’) commitments of the sort investigated in this article [63].

9.6. Commitments as a basis for communication protocols

A communication protocol identifies two or more roles as well as messages to be exchanged between agents playing 
those roles. Commitments provide a natural basis for specifying communication protocols by capturing the changing state 
of an enactment of the protocol. Specifically, zero or more commitments may exist initially and each message potentially 
causes a transition in the life cycles of the commitments (e.g., by creating, detaching, or satisfying them).

Venkatraman and Singh [52] express commitments incorporating temporal expressions and show how agents can deter-
mine compliance of other agents with respect to their commitments. Fornara and Colombetti [64] provide an operational 
model for protocols in which states and transitions are defined in terms of commitments. Yolum and Singh [65] and Chopra 
and Singh [66] show how to generate state machines for protocols given their messages and the meaning of each message. 
Chopra and Singh [67] take the above idea further by seeking to specify messages only in terms of their constitutive mean-
ings, showing how to achieve interoperability in asynchronous settings. All of the above ideas could be enhanced to capture 
more subtle interactions through the expanded life cycle of maintenance commitments.

Commitments offer interesting opportunities for engineering multiagent systems based on protocols and adapters for 
agents who participate in those protocols. An early work in this regard is due to Desai et al. [68], who show how 
commitment-based protocols can be mapped to adapters (in the form of role skeletons) through which each agent can 
be implemented using rule-based policies to capture reasoning specific to that agent. Baldoni et al. [16] show how to im-
plement commitment-based interactions using the JaCaMo+ framework that provides various cognitive and organizational 
primitives. Baldoni et al. [69] show how to type check the participation of a role in a protocol based on commitments, as 
a way to identify and prevent errors. The benefits of using commitments to decouple agents become all the more apparent 
when we consider the potential high complexity of BDI agents and the resultant challenges in testing them [70]. We posit 
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that commitment protocols, especially in light of the results of this article, can help produce agents that are simpler and 
more modular in how they deal with their beliefs and goals with respect to their interactions with others.

The foregoing approaches consider achievement commitments and would benefit from the introduction of mainte-
nance commitments. Moreover, the relationship between maintenance commitments and goals established in this article 
can facilitate the development and verification of agents who would participate in protocols that rely upon maintenance 
commitments.

10. Conclusion

This article studies the dynamic relationships between a rational agent’s cognitive state (i.e., beliefs and goals) and its 
social state (i.e., commitments). First-class maintenance commitments are a powerful new type of social commitments that 
enable richer relationships than otherwise possible, thereby supporting expanded forms of collaboration.

By formalizing the concept of a maintenance commitment, we defined an operational semantics based on life cycle rules 
and practical rules. Further, by motivating an extended notion of coherence, we proved that a system of rational agents 
following the practical rules will have coherence between the achievement and maintenance goals and commitments. In 
a real-world scenario, we demonstrated how maintenance commitments naturally capture a periodic contract relationship 
between multiple agents.

We proposed a set of practical rules that captures certain intuitions and leads to results on coherence. One can conceive 
of alternative sets of such rules: in this regard, our methodology is fully generic.

Future work is, first, to allow the explicit representation of time in commitments, as indicated by Chesani et al. [6]
and Fornara and Colombetti [71]. Particularly interesting is how temporally qualified propositions interact with the nature 
of maintenance commitments. Second, our approach adopts propositional goals and commitments: a future direction is to 
consider enhanced representations that involve decidable fragments of first-order logic.

Another interesting future direction is to consider maintenance as an essential component of norms broadly, not only 
commitments. Such an approach would be an enabler of a new theory of resilient norms that maintain their coherence 
with each other and the cognitive constructs, supporting both probabilistic reasoning about norms [72] and new verification 
techniques [43]. We also conjecture that recent progress in formal models of protocols for vocabulary alignment [9] could 
benefit from how we characterize coherence between commitments and goals, the more so in light of maintenance.
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